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', FOREWORD

Teacher'education today is in an unprecedented state of ferment. 134relytwo decades distant from the 21st century, the future,direction'of 'this
important enterprite has been cast into confusion. Higher education insti-
tutions, teacher organizations, and state departments of education are
engaged in efforts to reduce that confusion by seeking answers to basic
problems, answers that will lead to more .effeCtive programs of education
personnel development. The crucial issues at stake: Who shall control the
preparation of education personnel for tomorrow's schools? And who'shall
determine the continuing staff development priorities-needs to be met,

content of training programs, delivery systems, and quality control
mechanisms?

The results of a number of well-conceived cooperative efforts in ,

teacher education across, the country suggest that such approaches are
likely to be more productive in the long run than a reliance on unilateral
approaches. College-based teacher educators--so frequentlY stereotyped as
armchair experts-.-are beginning to recognize that they do not have all the
answers, and are initiating mutually

beneficia4 partnerships with prac-titioners. Teachers, having reaffirmed their professional standing, are
seeking self-renewal beyond their immediate peer group. State depart-
ments of education, realizing they cannot effectively carry out their
responsibilities unilaterally, are creating mechanisms to,invotVei othersections of the education profession.

Thus the refrain, in this publication, for establishing, maintaining,
and strengthening linkages: betWeen schools and higher education
institutions, lyetween,state departments of'education and other sectors of
the profession; between preservicp and inservice education programs, be-
tweer\theory and practice,'between knowledge producers and disseminators

- and knowledge users.' Thus the recurrent emphasis on mutual deeison making
about future needs in education personne44evelopment, and about the roles
and responsibilities of teacher educators in the coming years.

Who will be the trainers of tomorrow's teachers? Where will those
-teachers be'trained? What roles are envisioned for teacher educators in
the foreseeablefuture? Answering these ques ions is essentia before newteacher education pfograms an be'designed, b fore financial and human re-
sources can beereallocated, before teacher e cators' with the necessary
'qualities can'be selected and-prepared. Fin ing the best answers will en-able the profession to act with forethought rather than react defensively.
Options in teacher)preparation.depend on imaginative fOrecasting, now, of
alternative futuret ex roolated frdm accumulated knowledge. By describTing "emerging" roles fo teacher educators, the authors of.thisd)ublica-
tion implicitly serve nbtice that their predictions rely on the lessons of
the past and their observations of present trends. Eadh chapter approaches
these,emerging roles from a different perspective.

In Chapter'I, Karl Massanari sets the social and political context
influencnYwhatever decisionsare made, and provides a catalyst for
creative futvizing.

In Chapter II, William H. Drummond analyzes internal'probleMs_in col-leges of education, then turns a visionary eye to 16 potential roles for
the college -based teacher educator.

_In Chapter III, 14-..RobertHduston distills' the essence of hit Mork in a
two-yearbproject, with school-based teacher educators, and sets forth his
observations about their developing. roles in nine theses.
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In Chapter IV, Massanarl draws implication's, for the various actors in ,

the education arena, of issues which will have a direci or indirect bearing
on decision making about~ future roles for teacher educators.

In incorporatfng within this publication the critiqUelof-Roy Edelfelt,
la tlespected spokesman for the teacher otianizatiOn viewpdint of profesl
sionaldevellopment, the authors have added another dimension to provoke
header thought and reaction to the scenariOsthey have envisioned.

The American Assotiation of Colleges for Teacher Education, as the.
principal agency, representing higher education institutions charged with

teacher education, and the ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education, in its
capacity as a repository for information at the service of the egpcation
profession, have cooperated in the generation, publication, and dissemin-
ation of this publication. ComMents and reactions from readers are -'

welcomed.

1

0

4

ti

EDWARD C. POMEROY
Executive Director

'American Association
.of' Colleges for

Teacher Education ,
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Chapter I

/

CHANGING CONDITIONS AND PERSPECTIVES ABOUT THEM
Karl Ahasanari

The commissioning of this mOriograph is a recognition that, as a result
of majowihanges occurring in society and eduOtiOn, some of the rgles
peoppe will play in teacher education tomorrow will be different from'those
of tbday... The changes which have impact on'the education of'teadhers are
both planned and unplanned. Some.are rooted in societal conditions which.
;impinge upon education generally; others'reflect developments within the,

. profession itself. This arena of Change--occurring at an accelerating -'
rate--provides the context for thii monograph.

THECOhTtXT1

Societal Conditions .
.

A number f societal issues serve as a backdrop fr.the'continuing
drama in ed cation. They'help to shape attitudes toward schools as social
institutions And the extent to which the pub)iC is willing to support them;
they influence ,expectation levels of'parents wording what the purposes of
schools snould be and what schools should accomplish; they have a bearing-
on the nature of schdol curricula, the qualifications of education
personnel whO work in them, And the kinds of- preparation programs needed
for professiohal school personnel; and they help to shape attitudes of .

pupils toward schools and the worthwhileness ofeducation.
The consequences for education of some of theseissues are .implicit and

must 'be inferredAbothers have more explicit and obvious implications.
Among the former are:

) .

1
,

4 1. Growing' distrust of established organizations and institutions,
especially those associated with federal and state governments

-2.. Continuing centralization of power at the state and federal levels
3. Increasirl reliance on the law and the legal-profession for 4411

defining and judging appropriate human' behavior, with corresponding
decreasing reliance on ethic and common sense.(decency) in

'resolving minor disputes
4. More-anxiety about personal security as a result of the burlgeoning

of violent and organized crime
...,,

. 5. A growing realization that the world'snatura resources are
.limited and that'economic,growth may noebe automatically
beneficial. . .

6. Increased concern about energyyshortages and the pollution of air,
water, and food

,

,

7. More anxiety about inflation and unemployment
8. ,,A turning toward philosophical and religious movements which focus

attention and activity inwardly--to ewe with'the world by ),

reflecting on it rather than by trying to change it:

C

riliFideas included in the, Context section wer generated through
"Onteraction among the three authors of 4is nograph,

1
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Among the` issues witha more obvidus relationship to education are:).
\

1. Unrentitting pressure to eqUal ize educational opportunities ,among
socioeconomic/racial,.subgroups. in society and.between the sexes

2. °Continuing and sometimes increased expectation that schools as '
sociaT institutions should cure acvariety of social ills (through,
for 'example, alcohol/drug education, driver/safety educati*on,sex
education) (- . .

,

3. Increasing demand on the part of parents and the public for

,

. 4aCcoeintifility" regarding educational outcomes
4. Growing ncern that something needs to be done'ibout the'

..,

disintegration of moral values
5. Heightened awarenessthat we ar-living in' one world and that there

is an erosion of personal integrity, excellence, and pride in
doitig thingi well .

6. Pervasive feelings of helplessnessthat the individual has little
ability to influence or redirect the future of his on her dvm life

space. .

,...

v.1

Conditions in Education and Teacher Education

'Within the education establishment; +a number of forces and conditions-,

many of which emerged during the 1970s-we impinging on-the future' of

teacher education. They will . influence the kinds ,of professionals needed

in schools as well as the kinds of teacher educators needed to prepare

those professionals;-they have (an impact on both preand inservice
education of professional ipersonnel in schocKs.

The. number of chi fin entering public 'schools has declined-as a con- '

\-- sequence of a dgcre e in birth, rate.- The reduced enrollment has been.
moving through th elementary schools on a yearly basis and is now begin-.

ning to be felt n 'the secondary schdols. In approximately fourears,> .

enrollments in igher education likely will be falling. as well.

Declining enrollments in,the public schools along with the graduation
of record, numberi of teacher ed1Jc'ation students from colleges and univer-
sities caused a sudden change in the s ply and .demand for teachersX With

elementary teaching faculties being r uced and more new teachers available

as well, it became untenable for dis ricts to employ less than fully pre-

pared teachers. The elimination of he teacher shortage has-resulted in
less 'teacher turnover in employment a d ties produced, almost for the -first

time-in the historyof this country, a stable teaching force. These teach-.

ers, holding regular, or standard certification, have -no statutory require-

ment 'to return to the college campus for further graduate.study.,
Policy' makers came to the peal ization that with the jnajdrity of '-

classroom teachers fully certified and tenured, further improvement in
American schools would have to depend on the' teachers and principals who

are.already in the (drools. Thus, many state leiisTatures began passing
laws.whick, (a) attempted to define minimum outcomes for schooling -'- trying

to make schools and teachers accountable for achieving predefined otitcomes,
and (b) provided funds for inservice education in support of 'the lnandated

outcomes.
The movement to mandate outcomes and the ways pupils will'be taught can

be il lusthted at the federal' 1 evel by the iDasst of the Education of Al I

O 4111
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Handicapped CAldren'Act (PL 94-1424.which requires that the individual
needs of children be assessed, recorded, and charted, and that a
dia2nostic-prescriptive mode of instruction for each handicapped pupil be
applied. Similarly, several states, have passed laws specifying minimum
competency standards in the basic skills (reading:mathematics, cdnsumer
knowledge) for the various grade levels, and particularly for high school
graduation.

The mandating of outcomes led state legislatures to supptirt inservice
'education for: the teachers being affected. Ia.Aome states, specific cate-
gorical fundi on a Per pupil basis are now provded to school districts for

annual inserVice plans to meet state mandate'are included in,"accoun

inservice ,education. In many states, requirements for districts delilop
s t

ity" legislation. It became clear that if the states were mandating inser-
vice education and providing a major share of the resources being used in
local districts for inservice education,,they should devise some way to
influence, monitor, orcol*rol the nature and quality of the inservice'edu-
cation being provided. Since the norms and traditions of'higker educations 4'
generally nave opposed political'intervention in program development and
operation, states bigan to look at Other organizational forms, utilizing
and combining the resources of colleges of education and the school dis-
tricts, for providing services to teachers. Some-states responded by
'establishing intermediate service u its and teacher education centers.

While these changes were taking place, a major and significant shift
in power had occUrr'ed in the politi s of education: the major professional .

Organizations, the National education Association (NEA) and the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT), had come of age--NEA becoming exclusively
teacher oriented and-politically active, and-AFT gaining strength and sup-

2,3
pdrt from teachers in urban areas.. Both group's', using their politjql
action alons, entered partisan politics at the national level in 1974.
Their efforts in behalf of the Carter-Mondale ticket in 1976 have been
recogiized(by President' Carter as having an influence on federal education
policy. ,

Although several states have yet to pass collective bargaining laws,
collective bargaining'in education is having a major effect on resource
.allocations, especially at the school district level. EVen though consid- ).
'arable effort has been exerted to try to keep inservice education, staff
development, and curriculum development out of the considerations at the
bargaining-table, the close tie between salaries; the conditions of work,
incentives, and rewards on the'one'hand a d the effectiveness of the teach-
er on the other causes one to bpPiev tha more'and more the allocation of
resources for education personnel ale 1 meat will be influenced in some
way by collective bargaining.

Meanwhile, the education "profession" large is. trying to decide
'whether it wants to become 4-unified profession in the full sense of that
term;remain--as it is now--essentially a semi-professiOn; or join the
ranks of the trade unions. The future is unclear at this time.

Similarly, various sectorswithin eddcation.(teacher organizations,
schodl districts, higher education institutions, state departments of
education) are still attempting to determine if the improvemeit of educa-
tion practice can bst be accomplished through fragmedted,,,independent ef-
forts or through cooperative.approaches involving all' wti o 'Rave a stake in
the enterprise: The "profession" has not yet learned haw to work as a- I'

#
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unified group within society, for the betterment of education for children
and youth.

Other'Vdevelopments in teacher education should be mentioned. With re-
spect'to preparation programs, these include (a) an/increasing emphasis by
colleges dfid'universities on expanding.the amount and upgrading the qual-
ity of field-ba'sed experiences for students in preservicehrograms; (b) the
emergence of competency-based teacher education .prografis; (c) the estab-
lishment and operation of formal inservice education programs by an in-
creasing number of school 'districts; and (d) growing awareness that more
attention must hvgiven to controlling the quality of all types of .programs
for the pre- and inservice education of professional school personnel.

Among developments stimulated by federal activity are (a) the enactment
of teacher center legislation whiCh will support a nationalsnetwork of lo2
cal, school-based teacher centers with inservice education capabilities;
and-(b) the continued experience of Teacher Corps projects with emphasis on
collaboration in decision making, low faculty-student 'ratios in training
programs, provision of opportunities for trainess from low socioeconomic
backgrounds,,and demons4ration of alternative, delivery systems for inser-
vice education.

. Meanwhile, there has beena growing realization,of the inadequacy of
the knowledge base which supports the education of teachers, as wellias an
increased awareness that education research should ((focus on current prob-
lems faced by classroom teachers and that teachers themselves should be
involved in such research actuaky.-

A
PERSPECTIVES ON CHANGING CONDITIONS

The conditions in society, education in'general, and, teacher education
in partjcular provide the background for'discusstng emerging professidnal
roles' ih teacher education. That they will'emerge is assumed. It is

envisioned that some of these emerging roles will be new ones; others,
modifications of existing roleshey will appear in colleges and
universities, schools, teacher centers, educational service centers, state
departments of education, and in other organizations and agencies that are

'involved in some way in.the education of professional school personnel.
The determination of mhat thes roles will or should be is not yet clear,
hut it will be made, in part, By how educators view and respond to the
contextual' situation. Three perspectives abdut changing conditions in
society and education' might be described as (a) periodic adaptation, (b)

N extrapolation from present trends, and (c) forecasting of alternative
futures.

. Periodic Adaptation

The most common response in the pait has been for education inst tu-
tions, organizations, and agenciei to attempt to keep -pace with ch nig

conditions yipilaking piecemeal adjustments in programs and. by relying on
periodic retooling of personnel. This approach places the institution,
organization, or agency in a positio,p where it must continually be .

qatching up with change. It is short range in its outlook. Because

. Instituti/nal/organizational change tends to occur slow]y, adaptation

4. 11



often lags behind.,-In addition, it becomes increasingly difficult to keep
pace since many changes in'society and,educatid,are occurring at an
acceltrated rate.

With this approach new professional roles in teacher education are
unlikely to be created.' Periodic retooling will result in slight, tempo-
rary modifications of existing roles to accommodate the demands ofthe
present. It is probable that many educators will beiconterA to continue to
rely,on this short-range approach; doing so carries with i,t the limitations
noted.

Extrapolation from Present Trends

Another response to changing tonditions,in society and educatien.is to
view them as challenging-indicators of-needs for the immediate future.
Current situations are studied and analyzed to findtrends and to project

0 future directions; the immediate future is extrapolated from present con-
ditions. This perspective makes an assumption of continuity,,that the
present will shape the'immediate future.'

4

With this approach, the creation of new professional roles for teacher
, educators will be viewed as necessary, and modifications of existing roles
,) likely will be less - temporary, than in a ,periodic adaptation response. he

nature of these emerging roles will differ in relation to different later7
pretaiions of present circumstances. 4 g I

r
Forecasting of Alternative Futures

A third perspective df changing Condiltions is to view theth as clues for
predicting longlrange outcomes. It is futuristic in its orientation and,'
depends heavily on speculation, prediction, and probability. The uncer-
tainty associated with prediction leads-to the forecasting of alternative
futures rather' than only one. Predictions about the future draw heavily on

4 analyses and interpretations by. social scientists.
This approach results in the projection of-a variety of new profes-

sional roles for'tdutators and teacher educators. The.nature of these new
roles is determined by the demands mit needs of the future'which is
forecast.

Figure 1 summarizes the three approaches to the determination of what
roles for teacher educators are'needed in relation to changing conditions
in society and education.

'PROPOSALS FOR RESPONDING TO CHANGING CONDITIONS

The.preceding delineation of three perspectives of changing ditions
in society and education is in a sense an arbitrary mechanism used pri-
marily for the purposeeOf.4nalysis. In reality, proposals for responding
to these conditions tend to be more, eclectic in nature,2-and their' scope
,encompasses, more than the topic.of vpat new-professional roles are needed
for teacher educators. In some cash the roles are addressed explicitly,
in others implicitly. The following are illustratiyg of such proposals.

+11,
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The Future: Implications' for the Preparation
of.Educational Personnel

Corrigan2 argued that "the knowledge and technology explosion, the .

explosion-of !lumen interaction, and a, new view of schools imply dramatic
changes not only in the education and reeducation of today's teachers but
in the development of new kinds'of educational'personnel not"found.in cur-
rent staffing patiepns.,,-11f education is to become more individualized and
personalized, new kinds !of ,personnel with diverse talents will loe needed.
New specializations will be required which focus on the teacher`lessas a
content specialist andore as a specialistin the nature of,learning_and
the use of learning'resourices. These specializations will be concentrated
in "teaching teams which will work not only with children and youth but
with other teachers as well. Exampleg of'such teaching specialties
include: research associate,. associate in teacher education, curriculum
associate, diagnostician in, learning and teaching, visual literacy special-
ist, computer-assisted instruction specialist, systems analyst and
evaluator; simulatioh and gaming specialist, professional and
liaison specialist (ccnimunity,Inquily, social agencies).

New approaches to teacher education will'be required which bring
preservice and fnservice teachers`in the same training program together in
a,team relationshtp. Training will become a by-product of a joint search
for better ways to improve the learning environment. Education personnel
developmeat must be reconceptualized asAraining which taket place partly
on campus and partly in selected affiliated school districts or community
agencies. 'The resulting cooperating units will 'serve as "personnel devel-
opment or teaching centers," and. serve the same function as hospitals serve
for medical schools. The author noted that "research and training will
emerge from the problems confr ted in improving the delivery of educa-
tional services. Distinc ions between faculty in,schools and colleges will
fade ,as research and training, and demonstrated competency in these roles,
become the responsibility of all members of the education profession."

Educating a Profession

In its 1976 report, the AACTE Bicentennial Commission on Education'for
the Profession of Teaching3 examined teaching as a profession, discussed
the governance of teacher education, addressed the design of career-long
preparation for teachers, and -consideredt quality control of preparation
programs. Recommendations were made for each topic. In its closing,
challenge, the Commission asserted that "tne American people face a crucial
choice concerning their schools. Either they reaffirm their faith in
education through increased financial and psychological support, or they
will experience the end of public education.

2 Dean C. Corrigan. "The Future: Implications fon the PreparatiOn of
Educational Personnel." The Journal of Teacher Education 25 (1):
100-107; Summer 1974. EJ 101 717

3 Robert B. Howsam, Chairman, et al'. `Educating a Prbfession. Report of
t the Bicentennial Commission on Education for the ofession of Teaching

of the American Association of Colleges for Teac er Educatioh.
Washington, D.C.: AACTE, 1976. ED 117,053
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"In -order to earn this support, the profession of education must
radically improve its beliefs and practices.- For complex reasons, the
professional cultur ('the technical procedures and conceptual base) has

dP9i4
continued to reltai rge elements of conventional viisdom and craft
practices. The. f ilUre of the teaching-profession to advance beyond this
stage is a major cause'in the inability Td the schools to meet the

' educational challenges of modern times. Teachers have not been prepared to
deal effectively with the bewildering anomalies of American life. The
schools themselves have not beemdesigNed to overcome these problems.

., "Throughout this report, the CommiSt4on has held that contemporary
educators must demonstrate a high degreeof professional skill and

r.

understanding. Unfortunately, preservice;'ihServjcp, and continu.ng ,

education have been slow'to enhance the overall quality of present
professional performance. . . . What the professiori needs js a totally new
set of concepts regarding the nature of the emerging tlyman service society;
its educational demands, the kinds ofo delivery system( necessary to provide
public access to continuing educational opportunity, and the types of
professional perspnnel and training require to reform public education in
America. What passed as adequate teacher etlEation in simple times simpl
does not spffice in the more complex society. If our country's educational
system is to thrive--even survive = -it must have a preparation and research
arm that is striving to create the future, not just accept it,"

A Futures PerspectivObn Preparing Educators
fm the Human Service Society

,

Nash and Ducharme4 projected the role of-profess ional human service
educator as necessary to responding responsibly to changing conditions in

. societyand education. They argued that "educators; during the last
quarter of the twentieth century, will have an extraordinary opportunity
for leadership ina society experiencing dramatic convulsions as it shifts'
from a long, seemingly predestined, period of highly industrialized
capital-intensive and resource-depleting growth, to one where people
everywhere will belstruggling to simplify life-styles, conserve energy, and
subsist at alarming inflationary economic levels, all the while trying to. -

,

preserve a modicum- of self-determination and dignity. . . . Educators must
broaden their( range of vision beyond mere classroomsteaching competence in
order to help individuals and groups in a variety of extra-classroom .\,_,,
settings,find power and meaning in their personal and professional lives."

The authors held that teacher education programs must, enlarge their
missions, and` diversify their training formats and delivery systems, in
order to produce what they call the professional human service educator.
They maintained that no longer will any teacher, administrator, or
counsel& expect a lifetime of uninterrupted public school' service in a

.

specific role. Their evolving definition of human service educator was "a
helping professional and effective teacher who uses appropriate knowledge,
values, and skills,,vts-a-vis a variety of face-to-face'and group i

interventions', in order to enable needful persons torearize their human,
4c, v

41, 4 Robert J. Nash and Edward R. Ducharme. "A Futures perspective_pn
Preparing Educators for the Human Service Society: How To Restore a
Sense of Social Purposg to Teacher Education." Teachers College Record
77 14): 441-72; Ma 76. EJ 150 747
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professional, and 'political potential so that they might grow 4n the
directions they choose--directions which in the-long run are mutually
beneftc4)al to the individual and the group, and life - erring."

Education Personnel for Alternative Futures

After making a number of projections about the futon', Burdin5
concluded that "the exact roles of education personnel are not, clear in
crystal balls. Hopefully, the profession of teaching will be on stronger
research and theoretical underpinnings than Yt is now. Nevertheless, /

.certain predictions can be made about the kind of educattgp personnel e"

. required for effective functioning in the future to a greater extent than
now." The following kinds of roles'for teachers in the future are
suggested: values clarifiers and developers, learning diagnosticians and-
prescription specialists, resource finders, interdisCiplinary learning
specialists, community learning facilitators, human relations developers,
career and leisure counselors, profession builders and leaders, and users
of futuristic processes.

Obligation for. Reform

In the final report of the Higher Education Task Force on Improvement
and Reform in American Education6, Denemark and Yff asserted that there
must be significant change in the education system so that it becomes more
responsive to the needs of individuals, and that a critical aspect of this
change is the preparation and retraining of educators. As a vehic/e for
preparing and retraining educators they conceptualize the Personnel
Development Center, defined simply as a'place where education personnel
preparationand retraining happens. Heavy emphasis isplaced on coopera-
tive approaches between \schools and higher education to carry.ott
these functions. It is assumed that the need for modifying present roles,.
of teacher educators and creating new roles will emerge from the inter-
action which takes place within cooperatively operated centers.

Two other proposals should be mentioned. They are commented on here
only briefly because they are described in greater detail, in the chapters
which follow. In Chapter II, William I{ Drummond discusses the chahging
work of college-based teacher educators and theh projects 16 emerging
professional roles for teacher educators. In Chapter III, W. Robert
Houston discusses the emergipg professional roles of school-based teacher
educators and the competencies needed for those roles.

5 Joel L. Burdin. "Toward Challenging Peaks: Education Personnel for-
Alternative FutUres." 1977 ATE Yearbook. Washington, D.C.: Association
of Teacher EduCators, 1977. Address presented during the Annual Meeting
of the Association of Teacher Educators, February 3, 1977. ED 1-41 311

6 George W. Denemark and Joost Yff. Obligation for Reform. Final Report
of the Higher Education Task Force on Improvement and Reform in
American Education. Washington, D.C.: American Association-of Colleges
for Teacher Education, 1974. ED 087 744
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'PERSONNEL FOR SCHOOL AND NONSCHOOL SETTINGS

. . ,

Thes propdsals,all reflect dissatisfaction with the state of ithe scene

In educa ion persOnnel preparation. They indicate that preservtce and
inserviCe education of scheoL-personnel is not keeping pace with the'de-
mands of changing conditionsin society and education. Implicitly, if not

9

explic1 tly, they call for modifiC4tions of existing professional roles in

teache education and/or the 'creation of .new ones.

E r the most part; the discussion in this monograph focuses on the
prephirtion of professional personnel foNeotiqy's schoolS, particularly
the public schools. But education occurs in other settings as well: What
kinds of professional educators are needed to ptepare personnel who will
work in these Settings? How can they be prepared most e fectively?' These.
are appropriate questions in.reation to personnel who rk in alternative
txpes of schools, state and federal education agencies 'th expanding ,, .

staffs? professional organizations and associations whose mission is to
stimulate educational practice, and on school boards which formulate
educational "policy at the local level'. t

- Elducation peronnel also serve and increasingly are needed in other
settings which are not directly related to the school system. The same

questions are appropriate with respect to education personnel who serve in
education division§ Of'business and indastry, the press and media, com- ,

munity agencies and volunteer organizations, adult and continuing educa.tion
progranctre-military, prisms, health-related services, and as educatdrs
in otheS^ professional colleges (such as medicine, dentistry, law, or,nurs
ing). i,

Scrutiny of the changing conditions in sdciety and education provides a
sound basis for beginning to deterdine what kinds of education personnel "
are neede4and the nature of preparation programs for, them.

OW.

11.
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Changing conditions in society and.education are having a profound
impact on higher education's role in education personnel development:, Some
schools, colleges, and departMents of educa'tion (-SCDEs) already have felt
the first shockwaves of this impact and with urgency are retooling programs'
and retrainirig staff to keep'abreast of changing demands in teacher
education. Other SCDEs are yet to be jolted by the fapt that school
personOel increasinglore tutting to .other agencies and institutions to

'find opportunities for estYrif development. The current 'situatibn in
colleges and universitit 1,t explored in depth by Will 'am H. Drummond.
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Chapter

'EMERGING ROL90F.THE COLLEGE -BASED TEACHER EDUCATOR.
William H. Drummond

purposepurpose of this chaptep-is to discuss and forecast what the future
roles may be for persons inteeested in education personnel development who
are affiliated with schools,jcolleges, or departments of elOcation in
institutions of higher-education./ ,c

The fact that a paper such as this one has been commissioned is a rec-
ognition that all is not well with colleges of education, thathajor. .

changes,,whether planned or unplanned, are-occurring incteacher education,
and that'lthe roles people will play in teacher eguration-tomorrow may be,,
somewhat different from those of today {Clark, 1971). .In the previous
chapter Karl Massanari, reviewing the changing conditions facing colleges
of education in the late seventies,- described the external pressures facing
these colleges. In this chapter it is my intention to: (a) give a brief

Ile

summary of the internal p ms facing adminsistrati4e and teaching
faculties in colleges of ation tpday,Ab) provide an analysis of how
the work of college-based acher educators seems to be changing, and tc)
describe and ,discuss projected or emerging roles for college-based teacher
educators emanating from the analysis presented.

.-

INTERNAL PROBLEMS'IN COLLEGES QF EDUCATION

A recital of the challenges facing.public schools is not needed here.
The reader should be reminded, however, that'issues.such as the relation
ship between compulsory schooling and the educatto,needs of the people,
the appropriate role of government lin education, affthe sociocultural and
economic challenge4 to be faced in the immediate years ahead will or should
have an impact on the internal operation of colleges o 'edUcation
(Schmieder, 1975). College faculties, like other oups, facechange.
reluctantly, often trying to avoid confliontation with realityr At times
their coping'behaviorleads'them to reduce their scope of cotmunicationi,

y-to avoid unfriendlcri1ics, to "kill messengers bearinpaAneys," to :.give
in to their isolationist and'paranoid tendencies:, But thls isn't the whole
story; there- are circumstances; organizational problemweend norms-which
militate 'against faculties facing up to needed reform:

1.- The work measurement unit 'used for funding college progritns is
typically the student credit hour or full-time 'equivalent student (FTE).
The FTE usually, is based upon classroom contact hours for on-campus
instruction. This practice assumes that formal instruction 'in a college
classroom in a course format isthe way for students to learn and for
professors to teach. 'Courses offered off-campus through 'offices of field
service or extension commonly are taught as an overload, providing thee ..
faculty member with extra income. Although some states have adopted "con-
tinuing education units" (CEUs) as a basis calculating off-tampus

phis paper I will refer to schools, colleges, or departments of
P education as "colleges of education" and personnel who work in these
institutional' entities as "college-based teacher educators." 4
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load or productivity, these, too, conceptualize -thy professor's work as the
teaching of formal college-type courses.

2. The incentives and rewards provided to co ege personnel, usually

L in the form of promotion in rank or tenure in the college; are typically
. awarded using criteria which give preference to v ose who write and publiSh

(Tuckman and Hagemann,,1976). Faculty committee: that govern konlOtion and .

tenkre° generally developj'a rating system to grA Aindividual faculty
achleliement, 'a system which includes judgments ;f teaching quality, service ,

4 to the college, service to the community, and research and publication.

Fri my experience, the factor which provides e greatest discrepancy

between candidates is the writing and research category. Younger faculty
members, already' at the mercy of the economic ystem, are advised and soon,

learn to focus their time and attention'on wr ing and research. Both

vriting and research require extended periods oftime away from course
teaching. Thus the typical college or unile ity incentive and reward .

policies and procedures work against what mo t students, parents, and
legislators want from professors--excellence in teaching and extensive
service to the state:

3. Promotion and tenure policies
1$

are u

perhaps in colleges of medicine and law),
traditional, on-campus faculty behavior.

4. Personnel involved in preservice-o

field have fewer on-campus contacts, serve
committees, and hence tend less often to

or rewards. As teacher education program
on-campus political 1power of the faculty

lessened. Thus the incentivis and rewar
oriented, field-based instruction, as weal

research.

ually university -wide ,(except

erefore are suited to

nservice activities in the
less effectively on faculty
ceive institutional recognition
become more field-based, the
f the college of education ie
system discourages practitione -'
as off-campus service and-

/

5. Off-campus service for non-cour p, non-credit producing activities
typically are not countedas part of fa ulty load. Field-oriented
.professors generally try.to develop of -campus constituencies with the
necessary resources 44,can hire them o work as consultants for extra.

'remuneration. Colleget usually establ sh some limits on the amount of time
professors can serve clients off-camp s for extra remuneration. Typical

college polity and economic reality e courage the young faculty member.to-
write andapublish and to develop a p ivate saleable set of skills for

. off-campus services to augment his o her income. The growth of private

Consulting firms inrespose to an panded federal role in education in

the late 1960s 'redu ed the opportun'tY for college-based teacher educators
to compete with private consultants for extra remuneration.

6. Program budgeting and prof ct management--modern Ways to allocate ,

resources and to carry out necess ry and approved activities within an t

organization--typically have not een established in colleges of education.D

Legislatures in most states are tnsisting that the top management of higher-
.education in the states submit budgets based on modern managenient prin-

tiples; but internally to most university systems, programAlanning,
budgeting, and evaluation are not required or expected of'6611ege of

. elucativ deans. Thus the management processes and stylles required of the
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larger state system are inconsistent with and unrelate-ci\to the work of the
various colleges and.departments.8

.
.

.

T.. BecaUse field service is done outside of or in addition to the
regular load of the faculty member, field service or off-campus work often
is not included as part of the budget request to the board of trustees or
the legislature. (The supervision.of student teachers or interns, however,
frequently is an exception.) In Florida, the publicly supported colleges
of eddcation are allocated, through the state university system, a certain
number of faculty "lines" (full-time equivalent faculty positions) to
provide services to teacher educatiOn centers., In other states,
intermediate service agencies for staff-development are .receiving funds
which they may use in acquiring services from colleges and univer ities,in
their geographic regions. It would appear at this time that the t end is
for states to provide staff developmenj resources to the schools d rectlf,
so that the schools may then select and obtain the services they want d14'
need from whomever they wish. Without continuing budget support for field,
service, colleges of education will have to gear up for what schools want
(as contrasted with whSt schools need) if they, the colleges, wish to be
involved in technical assistance. /.

(

8. Most colleges of education have meager travel fundsi seriously
limit' the amount of time and geographic space in which ield service canNbe r ered. With .continuing personal contact being a cr ical
preco dition for curriculum improvement and implementat'on, and with the
energy shortage driving up the cost of off-campus travel, colleges of
education will have to develop new and,different ways for interacting With
schools if they are to'take on expanded field service roles:

_

9.- Because services to, ools by college-based teacher educators are
financed by either (a) credit producing activities in which the students,
participating in the program pay the bill or (b) individual contractt with
-professors for irespetified services, seldom are contracts made betweed
cokeges of edu ion and public schools extending over several months or
years. Although the literature on organizational change would support the
establishment of extended relationships or contracts between schools and
external change agents,Ahe norms and policies of both public school
organizations and colleges of education typically do not support such
arrangements. School organizations seem not to view colleges of education
as change agents in any case.

'30. Professors in colleges of edu ation typically have received
training inftheir advanced degree prdp ration to work on campus as a
lecturer, workshop leader, or researc worker. Although most advanced
degree programs in education require prior successful experience in public
or private school education, few'programs require field-based stillor
knowledge as an integral partOf preparation. Traditional graduate study

8 This is not meant to imOly' t universities or school orgnizations are
or should be closely-couple syStems. It does imply that what is being
talked about at higher organizational levels of manageMent doesn't make
sense at lower levels.
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continues despite the realiza,tion that most verified knowledge in education
at this time seems to be situation specific, that is, applicable only to
the circumstances obtained at some particular time and place.

11. It itas taken many years for the organized profession (the American
Federation of Teachers and the National Education Asiociation) to become
politically.active and sophisticated. Typically college of education
faculty members are politically inactive and unaware of political
realities affiliating with political parties or, movements only in a very

limited way.

12. University professors, includfing those in colleges of education,
value their independence and freedom from close supervision. Since col-

leges and departments are usually governed by their faculties, since fac-
ulty governance has protected faculty freedom and individuality, and since
the traditions of the university have supported and nurtured criticism and
dissent, it is very difficult 'to influence the faculty of a college to do
anything in a unified way--except to defend its current position against
attack or change. Faculty consensus is difficult to achieve except with
respect to (a) very abstract principles for governing action and (b') steps
needed for the institution to survive and continue. Thus, it.is apparent,

that colleges of, education are inextricably bound to university organiza-
tibnal life, and this institutional form has been organized over time to
prevent change--to preserve a more cloistered, contemplative life style.

13. Unlike many other professional schools, the colleges of education
do not control the preservice preparation programs for teachers. Half or .

more of the baccalaureate degree program is 'defined by_general education
committees or community college/uniersity agreements. Typically ele-
mentary teachers spend a year yid a half preparing to teach, while secon-
dary teachers spend less than a year in professional courses.

14. It is difficult for colleges and universities, as currently orga-
nized, to encourage studenits to be engaged in real life work-stUdy arrange-

ments. Students out of high school are appropriately seeking selfhood,
independence, new life styles, satisfying personal/social re onshipS as

well as occupational competence and economic security. To t oung, the

life of t e campus is captivating if not exciting'. For olde udents,

preparing teach is serious business, but their time for w studyisa.
limited by family obligations and part-time unrelated employment.

,

15. As his been said many times, college students on campus can learn
'about pupils, about what ought td be taught, and about teaching, but they

can't learn how to teach without doing it and receiving feedback on their
performance (Haberman, 1971). .Programs of high quality seem to require
high professional admission and retention standards, faculty members who
'can work effectively with students on and off the campus, and gifted teach-

ers in schools who are williri'to.work closely with college students,learn-

ing to teach.

One might summarise the internal problems found in colleges of
education--the homeground of college-based teacher educators--as follows:

18
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Although American. schools and college are being forCed to change as a
result of legislative and congress/Mal mandates, colleges of education
have difficulty in responding to new demands; their organizatio61 struc-
tures, norms, and traditions oppose change.- In addition, the internal
mechanisms for,managing the work to be done. at -the department and college,,
leVels are, in most,cases, ineffective and i.efficient. Although some --
leaderS-4n education may realize'that change in teacher education is - '

occurring, the managers of colleges of education (university presi4erits
. academic vtce presidents, and deans) have not created or installed (or been

able to install) policies or procedures which profide incentives and re,-
wards to individual faculty members to stimulate them to do field-based '

research, carry out/long-term service activities, or Create new preservice
or inservice instruction programs, materials, and ideas (Clark, 1977;
Corwin, 1972; Denemark and Yff, 1974; Howsam et.al., 1976). At the same
time, the problems of selecting and'preparing teachers appropriately, have
not been,facedT for example, funds and resoles have not been allocated to
ensure fheeidentification and engagement of only,tne best.4eachers
schools to work with student teachers and ilferns.,)

THEJCHANGING WORK OF COLLEGE -BASED TEACHER EDUCATORS

. A number of assumptions can be drawn from the foregoing analyses of the
external aril internal contexts from which the future of ges of educa-
tion will emerge; these should be helpfdl' in.forecas ing roles for campus-

.

teacher educators: .

1. Professional preparation programs'which are 'wholly campus-based,
offered by campus-bound professors, without the approval and support Of-
personnel in the fierflthe organized profession and-school district

,

leaders)'will not continue to receive necessary public funding for their
programs.

2. Colleges of education in order to survive will work to orgaqize and
to nurture political constituencies. ,At present, the most logical and
appropriate political constituencies are: (a) the o6anized profession- -

the state affiliates of the American Federation of Teachers and the'-:
National Edkation Association; and,(b) lay citizens who are involyed in
public educationparent-teacher-student, organizations, school board
members, citizen advisory committees, parents (Burdin et al., 1975).

3. Because colleges of educationAs-institutions, have the need and
t4# collective will to survive, campus-based teacher educators will'change;
.that is, they will direct more of their time and energies to (a) preservice
programs of preparation that are field oriented and collaboratively devel-
oped with school districts and the organized profession; (0 design and
development of materials for the inservice education of tea'hers, adminis-.
trators, and other professional and education-related lay personnel; (c)
the training of-nonschool education personnel, (d) provision.of technical

- assistance to schools; and () linkingoof ideas, people, and research
endeavors to particular school needs and problems (Nash'and Culbertson,
1977). ,
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4. Preservice teacher preparation will gradually move to the graduate
years. Because it is difficult to offer a field-oriented preservice pro-
gram without interfering with traditional undergraduate, on-campueactiv-
ities, and because the',professional requiremehts for teaching will- have
°become more stringent and more Rrecise, initial certification will require
an extended preparation period in the field.; Undergraduate general educa-
tion programs will requite students to work wminimum-of six months in some
'social service agency--participation as a schooI,voluhteer will be a popu-
lar option. Undergraduate pre-educatfOn programs will include required
work in the history of the American school system, cultural anthropology,
applied anthropology, the politics of education, consumer economics, devel-
opment an learning, communications, and the skills required of persons

. entering the helping professions (Howsam et al., 1976).1

5. College of education deans, departmental chairmeni and tenured
faculty members will become more involved in partisan politics. More of
the time of 'faculties will be devoted to the educational needs Wall the

'.people (not just those.involved in compulsory education), and theSe needs
will be interrelated with other human service needs. As a consequence,
college-based teacher educators will work on joint faculty `research and
development teams with, fob example, social service agencies, business,
other colleges (such as medicine, engineering, law), churches, and
volunteer organizations (Howsam et al., 1976).

6. Organizational changes which require the least change in rolesor
s will be easiest to install, and vice versa (Fullan and Pomfret,

197 .

7. Many st ate-suppor ted colleges of education will be given regional
missions by theirstate legislatures. These missions will include: (a)

technical assistance to all schools and public service agencies in the'
region, (b) systematic study oft educational needs, projects, and programs
within the region,r(c) the linking of educational services to identified
needs (Nash and Culbertsof, 1977).

8. Manstates will establish regional teacher centers or professional .

development ervice centers through which colleges of education will pro-
vide services choolipersonnel. These services may include: technical
assistance in instructional design, needs assessment, documentation, re-,

search, evaluation; workshops And conferences on special topics; profes-
sional counseling; joint study groups and task forces.

9. Some states willgrequire that colleges of education collaborate .

with community colleges and post-secondary vocational schools in providing
educationAl services to lay citizens.

10. More of inservice education, technical assistance, and field
services. ill be school-site oriented, the school being viewed as_the unit
for change. Elementary schools will return to being neighborhood schools;
as such, they will become the locus of many. family services. Middle
schools will be smaller in size, with tile'''. students being'bused to main-
tain a multicultural mix. High schools will not be compulsory. Many
different types of magnet schools and.nonschool Opportunities, including a

4-
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variety of work - study program options, will be aiallable to high school age
students (Rubin, 1975).

11. Services to schools and school districts provided by college-based
teacher educators, either directly or*through a regional teacher center,
willabe based on a school/district/college contract continuing-over a ,

three- to five-year time period. Short-term service or technical assis-
tance can be provided to schools by district staffs, state department of
education personnel, or private consultants; longer-term service or
assistance--for example, the time required to select,install, and fully
implement a new curriculum option--can best be done through extended
contracts with conspltants not permanently associated with thelchool or'
the district.

12. The terms, or agreements of extended service or technical assis-
tance contracts between colleges, districts, and schools will be carried
out by teams of college-based and tchool-based teacher educators. By
working in teams, more talents are brought to bear on local problems,
greater continuity can be pursued, and more complex linkages can be en-
joyed. The organization of teams and the installation of project manage--
ment processes will reqUire improved communication.

13. Colleges of education and teacher centers will serve as research
and development and instructional materials resource centers, linked with
R & D and instructional resources in the state and the nation. College-
bated teacher educators and their students will be expected to: (a)
contribute to the pool of validated materials and methods, (b)'keep up to
date in an appropriate area of study or expertise, and (c) keep in touch
with their constituencies and/or clients regarding new developments either
at the school sites or in the national pool'of resources and materials
(Nash and Culbertson, 1977).

44k
14. Preservice programs will be competency based and site specific.

Preservice students will be expected to worVsuccessfully with children req
from different socioeconomic backgrounds at more than one'site (Medley,

. 1977). ,

15. .Preservice programs will include a number of assessments of the
prospective teacher's Ark with students as it occurs. Assessment instru-
ments will be developed which are bdth reliable and acceptable to the orga-
nized teaching profession. Persons reAresenting-the college, the, school,
and the professionfwill oversee admission, assessment, and retention of
prospective teachers.

16. ilementary and middle school teachers will receive special train-
ing in we king with parents, reporting pupil progress, home visitation,
community education,,family services, and working with volunteers and

.

aides. (
In reviewing the Sssumptions just listed, two adages come,to my mind:

(a) "The more-things change, the more they stay the same"; and (b) "Things
change more in degree than they do in kind." It seems reasonable to
assume, if this reflection is appropriate, that as new roles emerge they
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Figure 2
COLLEGE-BASED TEACHER EDUCATOR

'WORK IN TRANSITION

of time on on-campus .

preservi teacher education

Focusing a majority of time on-off-campus
preservice and inservice education and
technical assistance.

-
...

Conducting work primarily in a campus
office and classroom

..--

Conducting work both on the Campus and at
specific school sites

Serving as a knowledge-related expert--
'telling and directing

Serving as a knowledge developer, leader,
and linker--learning and sharing, .

Owning (governing) the "turf' of the campus
where services are provided

Serving as a "stranger"; not owning the
"turf" where services are provided

Providing learning activities directed to
the understanding of a discipline or theory

Organizing learning activities directed to
' an understanding of a situation, using theory

to understand practice .

Working alone to carry out the responsi-
bilities assigned (single actor Model)

Working on a team in relation to agreed-upon
goals (group players model)

Providing short-term or one-time workshops
or courses

Providing continuing services over .two to

five years by cofftreet

Providing services on a credit/hour
accounting basis

(

Providing services from a program budget or
a contract

Serving,es an advocate for a discipline
or a fi/eld of study

Serving as kil advocate for a teacher, a
principal, or a school

,

,Serving as an observer/wilter . Serving as an-observer/helper/confronter
. 1

Providing suggestions relative to the
F general professional situation'

Providing ideas applicable to the school

situation
.

Providing instruction as the primary mode of
delivery of services

Helping design various means for delivering
services ..

Providing services at the convenience of

providers

Providing services at the convenience\of the
acquirers of services

.

Providing inservice opportunities for
individuals (teachers and principals)

Providing inservice opportunities for tie
whole faculty of the school V--

Providing'services nAked on a statement of
need

..,0-

Providing services after a joint stu'dy of the
situation and agreement on goals

.

Providing inservice activities on the
college campus after school

,

Proviaing inservice and service activities on
the School campus during regular hours

Viewing the individual teacher or principal
as the client of inservice education

.

Viewing the individual and the organization
in which he or she works as clients

Operating with calendars and - schedules which

are unrelated or conflict between the
college and the public school

Operating with coordinated calendars
and schedules

Using college facilities only for regular
classes scheduled on an hourly basis

r
Using some college facilities for ihser/ vice

retreats, workshops. and conferences
scheduled on a deily or weekly basis

'Offering preservice and inservice progregs
which seem to ignore the role of parentl
and the neighborhood in.the educationof
children

.
Offering programs which enlist the partic-
ipation of parents and friends in the work

of the school

Offering preservice programs which are .

general and theoretical on campus rather
than practical off campus .

Offering preservice programs which are peac-s
tical and theoretical both on and off campus

.

Having intern supervisors selected by the
principal and approved by the college

.

Having intern supervisors selected by the
organized profession in cooperation with the
principal and the college

t
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will carry on the qualities Of the old, preserving those elements which
have merit and which continue to serve rand provide satisfaction.

A useful way to contrast the past of present,with the future is to
establish, through description, two "ideal types" as though they were two
'ends ,of a, multifaceted continuum. The term "ideal type" is a concept, bor-
rowed from sociolo9y, that suggests one may logically Out all the descrip-
tions of a hypothetical statejorkset of circumstances) together and treat
the conglomerate as though it were an, idea- -an "ideal-type." With estab-

-lishment,of two. ideal types as two endSNof a continuum, jt can be hypothe-
sized that in reality, at any one moment in time, the situation can be ana-
lyzed in relation to some point on that continuum. Figure 2. presents a
"From-To" continuum using this convenient device for describing college-
based teacher educator work in transition.

EMERGrNG ROLES

Assuming that the preceding analysel of the work of the calege-based
teacher educator is reasonabyraccurate7 what emerging roles seem credible?
What role will continue?

Fr his analysis of teacher edu'ation in transition, a number of sep-
arate r s which logically could be played by campus-based teacher educa-
tors in he not too distant future can be identified. These, of course: .

may be combined, or in some 'ases divided, so that what may be seen today
as segments,ofroles might become full-fledged roles tomorrow. I have
assumed that most of the Poles listed will be present eventually in major
colleges of education. I also have assumed that most of the small institu-
tions now preparing teachers will choose taltimit their work to the prepa-'
ration of "pre- education" students, much as they now limit their medical A
training to pre-med and allied health and Paraprofessional education. The .

reader should note, however, that many of the roles projected are not new;
most professors of educatiOn who work effedtively both off and on the cam-
pus have played parts of most of these roles at one time or another. It
seems important to me; however, that attention be paid to all of the roles.
The acceptance and assumption of these roles by people in existing colleges
of education will be diff )Sult unless there is conscious effort to support
people willing to try them.'

1. Instructor, jriitructional manager, diagnoser/prescriber
2. Advisor, preservice student advocate, group facilitator
3. Committee member,, project team member, policy maker'
4. Clinical .supervisor, performance feedback provider
5. Linker, referrer, resources retriever
6. Writer,'editor, correspondent
7. Instructional designer, materials developer
8. Curriculum designer, program developer
. Demonstrator; modeler

-10. Data collector, situation describer, documenter,.needs
assessor, data analyzer, progrank evaluator

11. Researcher, model builder'
'12. Professional counselor
13. Organizational consultant,, communications consultant
14. Stranger, outside observer, applied anthropologist
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15. Teacher advocate, principal advocate, friend at court
16. Team leader, project manager, contract administrator.

All of these roles require or are enhanced by qualities valued in
higher education today: intelligence; alertness; breadth of interest;
concern for humanity; abilityrto'read, write, and speak with fluency;
gentleness; good humor; intellectual honesty; concern for excellence. Some
of the roles being projected may seem more attractive to some members of a
faculty than to others, perhaps because of differences in experience,r
cognitive style, or personality.' It is hypothesized, however, that teams
will be formed to fulfill preset-vice and inservice program commitments as
well as college/school contracts. Persons with differing role preferences
and skills will be on the same team, so that each person can make a unique
contribution to the work.. It is further hypothesized that not all of the
roles necessarily be drawn only from what is now cpnsidered the
regular college of, education faculty. Some roles may'be played by arts and
sciences faculty, some by classroom teachers on'leave from their public or
private school classrooms.

1. Instructor, Instructional Manager, Diagnoser/Prescriber

In the minds of may people, this is what the typical college -based
teacher educator role hould be today. The role requires the ability to
assess the needs of individual students; prescribe appropriate alternative
instructional experiences; read, digest, and synthesize materials; orgahize
'concepts into some logical or psychological order; presentthe materials
effectiyely and efficiently; and assess learning outcomes eliably. The
instructor should be able to manage the learning environ nts for student
inclUding the use of instructional technology.

It is assumed that the instructional manager in the future will have
many more "packaged" technological options available. For example, much of
preservice teacher education should consist of concept and-professional
language development--helping the prospective teacher to use language
accurately in order to go about the diagnosis -and description of learning
problems abd needs with some precision. The beginning development of
protocol materials has provided a glimpse into the futUrgihaving teacher
education materials, developed for'prespecified cognitive objectives,
available to the instructional manager and/or teacher education student
,when readiness for their timely use is manifested.
At Assessing, record keeping, and fulfilling institutional commitments to
students will be assigned to persons having this role. .

2. Advisor, Preservice Student Advocate,' Group Facilitator

r
Student's preparing to teach will continue to need someone to identify

with for counseling and support. The role as described here calls for the
advisor to help the student get the most out of preservice experiences.
The advisor will become personally acquainted with the student and with
his/her academic record, andhelp that student become pact of a small
learning community (10-15 others also learning about teaching). The-

advisor and the group should create and provide the psychological support
system needed-for professional development and growth. The advisor serves
as he key link between the student and the college of education, negoti-;
ating and redefining commitments as required.
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It has been my, experience that as teacher edUcation programs have be-
come more individualized and more competency-based (wherein students are
requii'ed to display their skills openly in front of peers), most students.
have the need to identify with and belong_to a group which cares for them:
Such groups should include students at varying points in the preservice
_program so that they can help one another move through the requirements of
the program. The psychological climate and the processes used by the
advisor (facilitatof) should support the purpose of the group--helping
students to becogeprofessional'teachers.

3. Committee Member, Project Team Member, Policy Maker

ThT).ole of committee member is familiat to most college-based teacher
educators. On some campuses, much of the management and operational de-
cision making is carried forward by committees. Curriculum work in both
schools and colleges typically is accomplished through committees. The
future, as I see it, will call for more rather than less committee

activity-=which.means, of course, that committees and project teams will
have to become more efficient and effective. For this to occur, new or
different time schedules may need to be created, so that committee or team
meetings can be held withogt operation conflicts.

In addition to the human relations skills required of competent com-
mittee members, college-based teacher educators will needto be-aware of
state law, university and public.school regulations, contractual agree-
ments, and organizational norms and customs of the institutiohs involved in
programs, and be appreCiative of difference's and protocol.

The typical college-based teacher educator' may:' (a) serve on an 4-

instructional or advisory committee (see previously described roles), (b)
be a member of & Teacher Center Council representing the college, and,(c)
be a member of a college/school contract, team, all at the same time.
Noimally, in addition to primary role, the college-based teacher educator
will serve on two other committees: Committee work necessarily will be ,

considered part of the workload of a faculty member.

4. Clinical Supervisorf Performance feedback Provider

Most colleges of-education now have people assigned to the supervision
of student teachers,and interns. In, some cases, such supervision is done
systematiCally and. clinically. The competent clinical supervisor nego-
tiates with the client about what Will be(observed,(includin9 when, where,
why, and how), and then systematically carries out a data collection proc.;
ess so that the client may receive pertinent-end timely feedback about his
or her performance.

In addition to carrying out the role of clinical-Supervisor, college-
based teacher:educators will work,closely with cooperating teachers in the
field. The Competencies associated with this role of cooperating teacher
eventually will be expected of all teachers who have continuing certi-
fication. More and more clinical supervision in inservice educatidnmill
be done V peers, serving as'a means both for needs assessment and for
individual, professional staff development. The collegelpased teacher
educator playing this role is expected to model good clinical .supervision.
and to induct new teachers. into the acquisition of'peer panel, staff
improvement norms.
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. The achievement of continuing, career-Long staff developMent pro dims

will nequiee the establiShment of agreed upon processes o1 clinical
sppervision among colleges of education, the organized profession, and
school'organizations.
. College-based.clinidal supervisors will need to work closely with
specialized professionaj organiiations as well as the organized profession
in providing.morksh* for improving skills in clinical. supervision and
performance feedback.

5. Linker, Referrer, ResoUrces'Retriever

Receht disseminationand diffusion literature'reveals that the linker
role is a key one in the diffusion and adoption of new ideas or materials
into a school. The linker should be able to help^a school with an
identified problem or concern by getting it in touchwith persons who have
expertise or resources pertinent to the, school's problem and quickly.
available to the school. This person should be capable of helping the
school faculty define-its own problems; have extensive knowledge of huma
resources available within the region, both in colleges and schools; and be
aware of ways to acquire human and material resources. Also, the linker .

needs direct access to and the ability to use information retrieval ystems
which make available the findings from research and development literAture.

The linker should maintain continuing contact with assigned area
schools and with those sources of help andessistance available to these
schools; for example, the/state.department of education, the teacher
education center, tither colleges and Universities. As the title of the
role implies, linkers should be sensitive to both the changing needs of
schools and the availability of ideas, materiels, and _expertise within the
region.

Ai this role becomes clearer and more widely accepted, persons carrying
out the linke role' will become more and more valuable to the orgahizations
with'wbith they link. As a conSequence, these people will be upwardly
mobile, assuming greater managerial authority and responsibility. A reg-
ular inservice education program for identifying and training college-based
teacher educators to play the lfbker role will be needed.' It may be that
such training will become part of the induction of new faculty members in
colleges of education.

The'success of linkers lies in their ability to develop-trust between -
themselves and the schools with which they link. Linkfbg assignments,
therefore., should be made carefully and should Persist over 'two- to five-
year time periods. This role ,should be,part of any long-term college/
school contract.'

6. Writer, Editor, Correspondent , -

All college-based teacher educators will be,expected to write about, ...

their work and their professional concerns.' Some, however; will be 4iven
the task to write'for publicationnews media, professional journals,
newsletters, institutional memoranda--describing/reporting on plans,
programs, and achievements with respect to college of education preservice,,
inservice, and contractual agreements and commitments. Public knowledge of
activities is essential to,continuing public support. Ata_consequence,
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people in ide publicly supported organizations must be given the corres-
pondent's oley Persons playing dis role will need to maintain liaison
with the news edia and educational publishers, as well as-ther persons in\
the college who are working on projects or programs.

7. .Instructional Designer, Materials 'Developer

As instructional materials have become more effective--more pertinent,
more interesting, more self-instructing--and as more of inservice education
is conducted by practicing teachers and administrators, then more instruc-
tional design and materials development work is/will be needed. The col=
lege campus is an ideal place for nurturing the instructional designer 4

role.

Recent research on inservice education indicates that classroom teach-
ers prefer to receive inservice education from other teachers who are work-
ing regularly with students in classrooms. Teaching responsibilities and
loads prevent classroom teachers from having the time to design,inservice
modules or instructional *matIt.ials for themselves, much less for others.
Persons playing the instructiohat designer and materials developer role,

f will help teachers and administrators de.5.ign and pilot test,materjais and
structured experiences for themselves and their-organizations. Materials
and instructional designs which prove effective can then be shared through
linker networks.

Persons playing this role should be knowledgeable of adult leahing '
psychology, linear and n9nlinear instructional systems, cognitive style

mapping, personality type indicators', instructional strategies, group
process skills, assessment of instructional objectives,. and evaluation.
It also will be helpful if the instructional designer is familiar with the
conditions and circumstances present in local school settings, so that
ideas and materials can be practical and immediately applicable.

Instructional designers And materials developers will work with com-
mercial publishers in ptoducing new teaching materials such as textbooks,
films, tapes, modules, and:simulation games.

8. Curriculum Designer, Program Developer

Because of. the growing realization that curriculum implementation is

more eprocess of adaptation and creation at the school site, rather than
the adoption of programs or curricula developed away from the site,'more
attention will be placed on the development of program or curriculum de-
signs which are process oriented, giving options 'or choices at the building
level. College-based teacher educators.playing the curriculum designer
role, working with persons playing the linker role; along with teams of
people from schools or school districts, will help .design, curriculum pro-
grams which meet local and state needs. ,

Program developers also will need to work closely with data collectors
see .Rote 10).to be sure their planning is based on data found at the
school site. As neighborhood schools reappear at the elementary level and
magnet-schools develop at the high school level, new curriculum programs
will be needed. If these new programs are to be successful, teachers,
students, and parents will have to share in the ownership of these pro-
drams. Curriculum designers and developers will be specialists in help-
iog identify the various constituencies that have a stake in the local
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I cot4iculuM design, helping the principal organize curriculum committees,
making available the designs and programs which are operating elsewhere,

' assisting the principal with planning, and helping school building leaders
get the new programs underway.

Demonstrator, Modeler

The role of deMonstrator is not new to the college campus. In earlier

rn student and inservice teachers could observe "master" or effective

times,' n Simes,' most colleges of education had laboratory or dponstratiochools
w e ei

teachers in action. For years, textbook companies have had field service
representatives who would demonstrate the use of their partiCular sets, of
books\or materials, both on campus and off. These demonstrators are still
popOlardn building level inservice programs.

Although professors at, colleges of educatlon often do not'-enjoy

.reputations as great teachers, fortunately for students and most colleges
there u ually are two or three professors who do hpractice what they
preach." These professors often are 4n great demand. They enjoy excellent
reputatl ns with teachers working in the field because they can demonstrate
what they are advocating by working with children ( "live ") in regular
classrooms.

It is my contention that both chilt and adults learn as much through
observing and working with a good role del-as any other way. This is
especially true in learning complex professional roles such as teaching.

Preservice and inservice programs should provide, to particijants
enrolled in them, models of excellence in teaching--people who can achieve
results with students, people who can provide alternative strategies for
carrying out a professional role. Quality and richness in instruction
occur when teachers can perform their craft with apparent ease and-finesse, 4o

adjusting their tactics to the,situation as it unfolds, and-creAting new
situations, if necessary, to stimulate students to learn-.

10. Data Collector, Situation Describer, Documenter, Needs Assessor,,
Data Analyzer, Program Evaluator

. This role has been and is being played by a few college of education
professors.in working with ESEA Title I and Title IV-C (formerly Title III)
pro4ects. In such cases, professors have worked with school district and
*project personnel, using.both the data collected by the projects and data
the professors have collected themselves, and have evaluated the achieve-
ments, strengths, and weaknesses of local programs. Such evaluations when
carefully done have been very helpful in improving the quality offlocal'
programs.

If my predictions are correct, many mot* college-based teacher
educators Will serve in this role. As soon as every school in a state has
a terminal,on-line in a statewide electronic data processing,system, With
local data being reported through the terminals rather than by written
reports, local school data will be available (in thepublic domain) to
college=based teacher educators. The immediate availability of these data,
alongwith data collected first-hand,'will provide a rich opportunity for
analysis and program assessment.

As technical assistance and inservice edtication become'tore long-term
and situation specific, the data collector and analyzer role will become

8
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. more imgrtant to institutional/organizational improvement. Persons play-
,ing thist role will have to be.skil4ful in using non-obtrusive measuresdf
situational data, andlbe familiar with new documentation techniques as well
as the latest methods of program evaluation. ,The role requires compe- ,. ..

.tence with management information systems, tests and assessment systems,

computer applications for education, and other means for monitoring com-
plex educationakIhd management programs. The data collector should work
closely with the'researcher so that their mutual interests are coordinated
whenever possible.

11. Researcher, Model Builder c , )

Most of the more reputable graduate colleges of education have had a
few faculty members who have played the role of researcher and model build-

,

er. In the past _two decadesaunds supporting this role have comp largely
from federal grants and private foundations. More recently, it has become
increasingly difficult' to find resources in either the public or :private

, 7sectors for research and development in education.
Despite the current paucity of funds Apr research, the role of the

researcher and model builder will be increOngly important in the future.
The person in this role is concerned with trying to understand,the nature
of 'earning, teaching, coping, nd problem solving; of.relating what is
known about problematical situa ionsunder study with other situations,or
models; of speculating_About-an making sense out Of data which are ayail,'.
able; of hypothesizing about ca e and effect relationships; of creating
new models for explaining educationarphenomena; of conducting Tong-range

i -teaching is in its infancy.

studies using a variety of research Research of sufficient
size and scope to understand the complex
The development of computer technology, however, has provided new
opportunities for research and mode rmulation.

12. Professional Counselor
*,

The role envisioned,here is one of providing personal and/or profes- ,

sional counseling,services to teachers; principals, and othet professional
education workers. A few professional counselors are now being provided to
teachers through union/association negotiated contracts in urban areas.' It
seems apparent that the problems associated with being a teacher or pripici-
'pal will not diminish in the near future. Persons playing the professional
counseIcerole should have.training in counseling, clinica,1 psychology, and
educational anthropology to be able to assist:clients In-relating,pOsi="
tively to students and their own professional li.fe_span.

13. Organizationai.Consultant, Communications Consultant

There is a growing body of, literature which sUpports thenotion that
ma of the problems'found da school belong to the whole school.and its
sorting school system--that a particular problem cannot be resolved '

without changing many other subparts of the.larger system. This literature
views organizations as dynamic organisms' hel 'together_ with norms, tradi-
tion, production goals, and so forth, a d able of learning how to do
their work better or of changing their work as external conditions require

/1
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Although the research base supporting the establishment of this role is
tenuous, non-educational organizations use organizational and communi-
cations consultants extensively, with apparent success.

As has been impied elsewhere, as we know more about schooling, the
more we realize the importance of establiShing good home/school relations,
the importance of_establishing a warm supportive clime for some and a
challenging climate for others, the importance of promoting schools which

4lio
are internally consistent in thtir expectations, and other such,prigidties.
Organiz nal consultants, skilled at diagnosing organizational prdBlems
and helping school leaders learn-how to manage and imprVe with change,
will be increasingly needed as 'collehes and schools*enter into long-term
contracts (Schmuck and Miles, 1971).

It goes without saying that with greater involvement of collegd-based
, teacher educators in-field settings, there will be a greater need for

organizational and communications consultants to help resolve college/
school problems of collaboration. New organizational forms will be
required, new communications patterns realized.

14. Stranger, Outside Observer, Applied Anthropologist

-_ Perhaps all college personnel working in schools should consider play-
ing this role: the role of the stranger is important. Strangers view an
encounter with a school as a new adventure, without a situational history,
without an experiential btas about what will work and what will not.
Strangers, even though not completely trusted, still can a* the simple and
pertinent questions, the ones that ought to be asked. Stangers, by
definition, have not been subverted or endultprated by the local society;.
they can, as a result, observe and record data not easily perceived by
those who have been accepted and are "at home." Applied anthropologists
are trained to observe and note verbal and nonverbal signs and symbols
which give structure or meaning to social interactions. Perhaps more
important, they are trained to monitor their own inner thoughts and feel-
ings as they undergo the enculturation process, as they begin feeling less
and less as strangers.

This writer believes that, as college-based teacher educators focus
more and more of their attention on practitioner involveMent in knowledge
development or production, applied anthropological skill's will become more
important. Persons given this role should be highly skilled and should be
left relatively free to consider the meaning of the social behavior taking
placeLinteractions'between all of the individuals in he school and,those
'participating from the college: Attention to.observatlonssmade by persons
given this role could lead to: (a) the Study and exposure of the "hidgen"
curriculums in schools and colleges, (b) the invention or development ol"
new cultural events (school rituals and ceremonies) which support the pur-
poses of the school, (c) the focusing of greater attention and study of the

roles of teachers,principals, and outsiders on the life of the school, and
(d) the improvemedt Of inter-institutional collaboration in teachereducA-
tion among colleges, schdols, and professional organizations.

15. eacher Advocate, Principal Advocate, Friend at Court

Professional organizations roVtde a political voice for teachers (and .

sometimes principals) in the discussions and decisions made at the school
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board and state legisldti4e levels of government. These organizations also
have legal services available to-assist teachers with litigation which can

, occur as a result of unfair or inept personnel management. Thus far, with
their attention devoted to inter-organizational rivalry, Professional

.

organizations have not been able to serve as advocates for.teachers or
principals at the local school or community level.

In interviews'with teachers about their situations, they report that-
,

they are working as hard as they can, but that they receiv%few intrinsic
rewards for their efforts. It ls difficult to see student progress from
week to week, they report, because they are so busy trying to manage their
classrooms, keeping stu ents busy and quiet. Few, if any, people tell them
they are doing well; eve parots seem not to appreciate their efforts:
Although the professional Ianizations argue for reduced class size as
funds are being allocated at the legislative level,-at the local school
district level a compromise must always be struck bet-Qeen raises in salary
to offset inflation and reductions in class size. Gradually, therefore,
class size seems to continue to increase.

-A similar but perhaps less understood set of circumstances exists for
the principal. With added respOlmtbilities for accountability, staff
evaluation, regular class placement for many handicapped students, and
multicultural education, and with no real representation at the bargaining
table, the principal is in apolitical "no man's land." As statel move to
decentralize decision making and management to the school site, the
principal will be even more vulnerable to public criticism.

.

and prin 'pals face each day. If these conditions are to be improved,

Thu it is that few people seem to know and appreciate what teachers

college-based teacher educators will need to assume the role of teacher
advocate, principal advocate, or friend at court. The best i erests of
colleges of education are served when classroom teachers and pr ncipals see

141(themselves and their efforts positively and optibisticallpt-whe they see
the college of education faculty interested, and willing to work for
improved' educational effectiveness for all concerned.

16. Team Leader Project Manager, Contract Admitistratorlslt '
JIf college-based teacher educators are to be able to play the

aforementioned roles, the operational management of colleges must change.
As projectedearlier, most on-campus and off-campus activities will be
conducted by teams of professors and affiliated students. -In preservice
programs, faculty and students will have to be able to work effectiveliin
more than one school site. In inservic,e education and in 'providing
educational.services to schools, facul and students will need to be able
to present a coordinated effort in catrYing out contractual agreements. In,
either case, someone on the faculty team will havelo be in'charge and be

f

given the authority and responsibility for getting.the work done. This
role is the,I to the college's future success: whether colleges can
adjust to new learning opportunities"is dependent on am leadership or'
project management.

The project team leader, to beNsuccessful, wil need to-Jbe aAperson who
is a good managerwho knows what he or she is doing, clarifies the team's
obOectives, communicates effectively, coordinates with others, uses,time
efficiently, and so forth., The leader will need secretarial and clerical
support and easy means for communicating with the college's management

.
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structure. In addition, time arrangements will have to be altered so that
teams working in the field on school/college contracts can spend the
necessary time together and with their school clients to: (a) study thee
circumstances and problems existing at the school site, (b) develop trust
and legitimacy for working at the site, and (c) work through_ ossible
misunderstandings or interpersonal perceptions among members of the team,
their student, and the clients. Similarly,cteams working primarily in
preservice programs will have to schedule time so that they and their
students can get to know one another, plan and schedule experiences on and, t

off campus, plan and schedule assessments which demonstrate required and
elective compe encies, and,maintaim and report progress regarding the
team's'work edule.

Much has een written about team and project management. Obviously,
college of education' personnel serving as good team leaders will be in
demand both in universities and in industry. It would appear that it may
be to the advantage of colleges of education to work closely with industry
in team leader/team management training. Work as a college professor is no
longer as unique as it may seem. Scholarship wherever it occurs requires
private time and space. Good teams whenever they occur adjust to and for
the individual talents and styles of their members. Work/accomplishhent by
teams.almost always comes from honest effort, self-discipline, and
interpersonal caring. The good team leader fosters all of these qualitieS
in the team and, in addition, is able to'tolerate ambiguity while
negotiating unambiguous agreements with college or school district
administrators.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

The purpose of this chapter has been to descrWe the situation faci
.

college-based teacher educators in the late 1970s, and to project into the
future possible emerging roles. In examining the real world of colleges.of
education, one can become discouraged and anxious about the futureuntil;
one remembers that the "flip side".of.every-proiltem is an opportunity.

For the first time in my lifetime we have a staple, educated school
staff. For the first time colleges of education Rive the time and
resources to try to improve procetsional practice. For 'the first time it
may-be possible to obtain funds for the inservice education of college of
education faculty members so that they can assume new roles with dignity.
For the first time colleges of education can become truly professional
schools, with college-based faculty working side by, side with practitioners
in the field to create and develop a higher level of professional scholar-

'. ship and profesiional knowledgeb TOgether there is hope. Together there
is strength.
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The major thesis of this monograph is that changing conditions in
society and education call for new professional roles in teacher education.
Already evident are major personnel changes in schools, resulting from
increased activity on the part of school districts to provide inservice
education for their professional personnel: new professional roles for
teacher educators already are beginning to emerge. X. Robert Houston
examines these developments in depth in the next chapter. .
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Chapter III

EMERGING ROLES OF THE SCHOOL-BASED TEACHER'.EDUCATOR

W. Robert Houston

a-
During the past few years, schools We begun to invest more heavily in

theinservice education of their professional personnel, due in part to-
decreased turnover of personnel'and in part to greater resources for such
programs. Within this context, Chapter-III seeks to explore the roles of
those persons responiible for staff development. On the basis of past' and
present.practices, ni a theses which suggest future directions for
improving the compete ce.of staff developers in schools will be proposed.

A variety of generic names have been accorded persons involved with
professional education. In the late 1960s,the federally-funded TTT
program introduced teachers (T), trainers of teachers (TT), and trainers of
teacher trainers (TTT). A wide range of titles have been used in schools
and intermediate units, including:

Advisor
Clinical Coordinator
Continued Training Consultant
Counselor
Curriculum Consultant
Dean of Instruction
Department Chairperson
Director of Management Academy
Dissemination Coordinator
Facilitator
Inservice Coordinator
Instructional Supervisor
Intern Consultant
Open School Trainer

Process Consultant
Professional Tutor
Program?Development Specialist
Resource Teacher
Staff Change Agent
Staff Coordinator.
Staff Development Specialist
Supervisor of Student Teachers
Teacher Tutor
Team Leader
Trainer
Training Specialist
Visiting Tutor

In this chapter, those persons who are based in schools and who are
concerned with the development of education personnel will be referred to
as school-based teacher educators (SBTEs).9

SCHOOL-BASED TEACHER EDUCATOR

The school-based teacher educator is a professional who Iias responsi-
bility for either preservice, inservice, or continuing teacher education
and whose 2rimary\base of operations is in the elementary or the secondary
school. This definition, taken fromhe SBTE Project, is broad enough tol
encompass the varied jab descriptions of teacher educators located in

. 9 This title was' instituted in a two-year project which explored roles,
competencies, preparation, and credentialing of teacher educatort
working within the schdol itself. For-further information, see:
W. R. Houston, J. M. Cooper, and A. R. Warner. School-Based Teacher
Educator Project: Report of First-Year Activities, 1975-1976, and
Report of Second-:Year Activities, 1976-1977. Houston, Texas: 'University ,

of Houston College of Education, 1976 and 1977. ED 131,0411 ED 142 545
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schools, yet it permits precise subclassifications based on specific roles.
"Teacher" and "education personnel" are used interchangeably in this
chapter to refer not only .to those with direct instructional respOnsIbil-
ity to children and yoo# (for example, classroom teachers) but.also to
counselors, administratbrs, and other professionals in education.

Each of the SBTE roles ;has a number of similar functions: The SBTE
(a) interacts with other persans'about professional4performance; (b)
demonstrates a knowledge of professional practices; and (c) concurrently
demonstrates, as a teacher, the behaviorS he or she is training others to
perform. The part-time SBTE is a teacher of students and a teacher of
teachers, whereas the full-time SBTE is primarily associated with training
teachers" (Houston et al., 1976, p. 2). Drawing on two dimensions,
inservice/preservice*and part-time/full-time, Figure 3 identifies fOurs
types tf SBTE roles ()Johnson et al., 1976, p. 12).

The division betWeen inservice and preservice teacher education
diminishes yearly. SBTEs regularly are assigned to both, while schools and
colleges are making administrative arrangements for inter-institutional
collaboration. Preservice programssdraw more peavily owschools as sites

. for training than ever before, and on part-time SBTEs for.the training:
Yet the real challenge is not with inexperiencedpre-professionals but With
those already teaching. .

Because inservice education of teachers is integrally related to SBTE
roles, it is difficult to separate the two. Several writer's (for example,
Joyce, Howey, Yarger, and Edelfelt) have explored the theory, range of
practices, and potential for inservice education; however, almost nothi -ng
has been written about the persons whd are responsible for'staff devel
ment. This chapter focuses on these professionals, considering their
present practices and future potential. In'one view, focusing on SBTEs is
a broader perspective than inservice education, for inservice is but one of
several strategies (such as personal counseling, teaming) for improving .

practice in schools. In an alternative view, the SBTE perspective is more
narrow,,for, SBTEs are but one component in inservice education. WhiChever
perspective one chooses, the two are complex, shifting, interactive,,and.
interrelated wits, each other and with a broader array of movements.-

ti

Figure 3

ROLES OF SCHOOL-BASED TEACHER EDUCATORS

Part-Time
.

Full-Time

PRESERVICF Supervising Teacher of
Student Teachers

British Tutor

Intern Consultant
Clinical'Consultant
University Supervisor

INSERVICE

/

Team Leader ,

DepartMent Chairperson.
Principal
Staff Coordinator
Professional Tutor

Coordinator
Consultant
Resource Teacher .

InstructionaliSupervisor
Curriculum'Supervisor
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Context for SB1t7Roles,
.

Exploring the roles of SBTE and .considering emerging .practices without
placing them inpepective within their- educational, social, and cultural
frames would distort rather than clarify. Emerging professional roles
reflect changes occurring in schools, educational systems, and society.. No
person is Ian island--no.teacher, no teacher of teachers. Each is affected
in varying degrees by worldwide educational trends and movements. More
directly, teachers are inflbenc4F by the organizations in which they work,
the persons with whom they irieract, and the programs and processes they
adyocate be included in the curriculum.

Systems theorists of the past decade have helped educators understand
the complex phenomena and interactions through models and formalae that
simplify educational programs and processes. They have demonstrated what
thod§htful observers alwayS knew: , that each institution (a classrooma
school', a school district, a state educational system) has certain distin-
guishing characteristics. Ilse characteristics develop over time in
response to perceived miSsio, power alignMents both inside and outside
the system, responsiveness to supra-systems,-e d effectiveness of
operation.

Since interdependence and skstem are crucial aspects of organized edu-
cation, it is necessary to look at SBTE roles in context. Three elements
in systems directly influence the roles of SBTEs: missions or programs of
the system, organization of the system, and persons-involved in the syStem.

Over the years, either by design or by default, schools have been
-assigned certain missions by society, The schools expanded the number of
students served by increasing the percent of eligibleschool-age,children
attending school, by extending the mandatory age for school attendance, by
more effectively serving students with special problems, by lengthening the
schorl year, and by including adults in evening schools. The school's
curriculum has become packed with an increasing array of courses and
concepts, including values education, process-oriented science programs,
and drug Ovation. Recently, counter movements have attempted to weed out
non-essentals ( "Back to the Basic't").

Similarly, the organization of the school 'continues to change as new-
concepts are introduced. The open classroom, team teaching, individualized
instruction, learning resource centers, and extended-day programs are
illustrative of such trends. The support staff for on-line teachers has
increased in many districts to include resource teachers, diagnosticians,
psychologists, and teacher aides. Parents and community agencies have
become more .involved in school' affairs, making more complex the communi-
cation and decisioning processes.

Modifications in school mission, programs, and organization occur with
amazing rapidity in today's school. School personnel are caught up in the
complex and often bewildering array of apparently unending changes.

The roles of SBTEs are deeply affected by the specific goals of schools
in which they work, the people with whom they work, and the programs with
which they are concerned. Changes in any one of these areas influence the,
SBTE's role. And changes in SBTE roles influence, in turn, the other
segments of the school. While this chapter focuses specifically on SBTEs,
it mustbe recognized that they are affected by and responsive to other
elements in the system.
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The first thesis of this chapter, then,

School-based teacher educator roles can
be understood best when set in their societal
and educational contexts.

Stability and Change

In science fiction, things are not always what they appear to be: a

beautiful lady is actually a mechanical robot, a fire s an illusion, and
creatures from far-off planets change form before your very eyes. What
appears real isn't, and what seems to be faked is actually real. The
parallel with educational innovations is all too striking. Many of the
"new" concepts and roles are only new names and titles for the same old
objectives, functions, and relationships. Ip examining emerging SBTE
roles, one must ferret out that which is new from, that which remains the
same--not an easy task.

In a series of propositions, Joyce (1976a, p. 35) cogently made the
case that schools and inservice programs are stability oriented. Noting

that schools are designed to be self-pe etuating, he stated that "The
present structure of the school is stab4 zing in nature and screens out
rapid change, including changes which could be deleterious and those which
could be beneficial." Teaching, too, he pointed out, "is a normative,
bureaucratic activity, highly stable in its character, . . . and staff

development is stability oriented" (Joyce, 1976a, pp. 35-36). The result

is that schools across the country tare remarkably homogeneous; personnel
are prepared in a fashion that assures continuity and stability. ,..

The extension of this argument is that SBTEs are often stability
oriented. They are trained in the system and demonstrate through practice
the values of the system. They are selected because they can transmit the
school culture to other teachers and do hot create systems - related prob-
lems; hey do not "rock the boat:"- Revolutionaries are seldom appointed by
the bu eaucracy tctrain teachers. Thus, trainers of teachers are often,
themo t stable of professional groups. ,While professing to ferment, change
and improve practice, they often diligently protect the status quo by
shaping teacher behavior in the mold 'of tradition.

In our recent studies of changing SBTE roles, this has been the most

consistent and general conclusion. Names of roles change, Administrators-
and college professors describe roles in new and vibrant terms, but the
yndergirding practice of those h lding the SBTE offices remains virtually

This past summer, I observed a rally at noon in a Washington,
park. The rally was sponsored b one of the most radical religious groups
in the country today, yet this w s not evident that warm, sunny noon. The

Ameri n flag was displayed eve where, while a series of large canvas

ban rs carried phrases like "God Bless America," "United We Stand," and

"God and Country Forever." A fre hly scrubbed band played John Philip'
Sousa marches while uniformed "Mi ute Men" handed out literature. Seven
'young ladies wore bonnets'and long white dresset trimmed in blue, with high
necks and long sleeves.. Here was radical change using the traditional
symbols of,the Establishment to f tier its goals.

Across town from the square wh re I stood, bureaucrats were devising
new-names and new acronyms for the ame oldideas and programs. With new

, >
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labels and.slogans, they promised the people innovation and change;'but
they delivered,essential)y the same substance. Juxtaposing these Iwo
illustrations suggests that radical change often appears conservative,
while-change in institutional practice is often more illusionary than real.

Emerging professional roles in school-based teacher education may have
some of the cast of science fiction: they appear to be changing in
response to societal and educational needs, yet ln all too many cases they
simply reflect an attempt to mask the status quo with surface innovation.

The second thesis of this chapter, then, is:

Dnerging SBTE7;Oleg that depar from
tradition are often more illus. ry than real.

ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

TheSBTE is generally conceived as tending toward one of two different,
purposes in the school organization. In the first concept, the SITE is
responsible primarily to the administration of the school district; while
in the second, the SBTE is primarily responsible to teachers and fellow
professionals. The two concepts lead to widely different processes,
responsibilities, and roles.

Basic to each conception is the question of SBTE authority and influ-
ence. Frow,whom or what does the SBTE derive authority? And whom is the
SBTE attemptingto influence?

In one view, the authority of the SBTE is derived through adminis-
trative channels. The SBTE .13 accountable to the administration, and acts
as its agent in working with teachers and other professionals. The basic,
criterion of SBTE success in the administrative authority position is the
extent to which '-teachers effectively. deliver the school program.

In a contrasting position, professional development, teachers are
assumed to be professionals, and as such are responsfibie for their own
actions. With this change in the focus of responsittlity, throles of the
SBTE shift considerably. The SBTE becomes helper and resourc , and the
criterion of success is congruenck of behavior with the expectations of the
teacher for the SBTE. While in the administrative authority position the
teacher is responsible to the SBTE, in the professional development view
both persons are professional colleagues on an equal basis, with joint
responsibility for effective instruction.

The prof'ssional deToflat-Position is somewhat like those espoused
by Combs (1915), Rogers 1965), and Maslow (1968), who view the teacher'
primhrily as a human being attempting self-actualization and as one whose
primary goal is to help students develtp,fully-functioning personalities.
The SBTE who "emphasizes ,the uniqueness of child and the importance of
his emotionality must do the same for the teacher., His education, too, has
to be a process of freeing his personality and helping to develop himself
on his own terms. Helping teachers or consultants can . . ..help the
teacher reflect on himself, clarify his goals, and select the ways to
achieve than which best fit his personality. Therole of the consultant,
however,. would not be to direct the teacher's inservice education but to .

help him,to clarify the alternatives and ways of reaching them" (Nicholson
and Joyce,1976, pp. 59, 62).
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O'Keefe (1974), reflecting the more politically-orienild vieWOlf the
National Education Association, expressed the rationale for the profes-
sional development position.

The philosophy behind the teacher-centered inservice teacher
education, as defined by the NEA, is to serve the needs of teachers
so that the teacher can respond effectively to the educational demands
of the students and society. To do this, the teacheesInust have suf-
ficient control over, their own training, development/2nd professional
performance to make each school an optimum operation in its time and
place.

Katz and her colleagues developed the advisory approach to inservice
education where the role of advisor reflects the professional development
position for SBTEs. They set forth four SBTE stroeXes which describe
this operational style:

1. Providing inservice assistance to teachers only when such
assistance has been requested by them

2. Providing assistance in terms of the requester's own goals,
objectives, ancrneeds

3. Providing such assistance in situ rather than in courses,
institutes, or seminars

4. Providing assistance in such a way as to increase the likelihood
that teachers become more self-helpful and independent rather than
helpless and dependent (Katz et al:, 1974,-p. 154).

The roles and respo'ibilities of SBTEs, then, are dependent in part.
upon whether they are perceived primarily as agents of administrative
authority or of professional development. It is in the relationship of4the
SBTE bjeth to school administration and to teachers that the nuance* of role
and responsibility are determined. Whichever of the two positions predom-
inates.determines the central features of the interactions. In Figure 4,
the central comparisons between'the two postures are dfstinguisheth These
are set forth as scales rather than as discrete measures since in practice
neither position is entirely assumed.

Several of the scales'defining the two positions in figure 4 have been
discussed previot4ly. In the third scale, the SBTE, an agent of the
administration, provide-resources-and service which may lead to more
effective instruction; the choiceS open to the SBTE are limited and the
method for delivering them direct. This position compares with one in
which SBTEs perceive their roles as being supportive Of the professional
teacher and 'where any interaction is designed to foster greater vision,
knowledge,and skills by the teacher. Thus, the SBTE works toward, greater
conceptual clarity as the objective of instruct-10. With the first stance,
SBTEs inform; with the second they persuade.

The fifth scale in the model pertains to the allocation of reworks. In

the administrative authority model, SBTEs assume the dominant role in
relationships. They control the rewards, or at least are perceived by
teachers as controlling them; SBTEs seek compliance by teachers for school

42
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Figure 4
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY

AND PROFESSIONAL, DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS OF SBTE

4.---:

SCALES ADMINISTRATIVE
AUTHORITY

PROFESSIONAL t

DEVELOPMENT .

'1.

2..

3.

.

4.

5.

6.

7.f,

Basis for establishing
SBTE roles

Source of SBTE power

Primary modus operandi

Relationship

Reward structure

.. *

Conditions for
relationship_

Consequences
for teacher

Responsibility for
instruction resides in
school district

Authority of school
administration -

Direct and with
limited choices

-

.

SBTE dominant

Teacher perceives h

SBTE as controlling
drewards

,

Surveillance by SBTE

Compliance

.

Responsibility for
instructiodresides
in individual
teacher ,..

..,..

Credibility of SBTE
with teacher

.

Interactive to
restructure

e

teacher's means/ends
conceptual framegO-rk

Collegial; mutual
identification

Interdependent
. reward structure

.

Assistance by SBTE

Internalization
o -

district-adopted policies and procedures,, In the professional development
model, by contrast, SBTEs assume collegial,. relatjonShips with. fellow

professionals where rewrds.flow between the tA6,,and SBTEs seek to support
teachers' internalization of professionAl behavierthat is congruent with
their own value systems.

Thus the third thesis is:
".:

The roles and responsibilitieVof $BAs,..4 end
on their perceived purposes by school'adqc0Spration, :

and teachers as agents either of adthinistt;at;* authority
or of professional development.

ity lies somewhere between the two extremes. .To, ignore the importance .

of teacher's responsibility as a professional is irrational; but it is
equally foolish to assume that the only valid basis for inseevice education:
is self-perception. Designed interaction between-these two basic positions
is vital to continued development of educational expertise,

le°
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EXTENSIVENESS AND INTERRELATIONS .

It is ifficult to determine even the apXoximate number of SBTEs in
this coup ry. Titles for the position vary from school district to school
district, and persons with the same title may have radically different
roles. Supervisors in one-district may be lihe officers with adminis-
trative responsibilities; in another they may be in staff positions. Team
leaders, consultants, assistant, superintendents, and others with potential.
SUE titles may or may not have SBTE responsibilities.

Joyce and his associates; as part of an extensive study of inservice
education in the United States, estimated that. "there may be as many as a,
quarter of a million persons in the United States who engage as instructors
in some form of ISTE (inservice teacher education) activity- -this is about
one instructor for every eight teachers" (Joyce et al., 1976b, p. 2).
.These estimates generally are supported by anaTysis'of the number of SBTEs
in selected' school districts.

The staffing patterns for a city school district--the Dallas (Texas)
Independent School District--and for a county school system--the Kanawha
County (West Virginia) School System--are described here. The professional
"staff of Dallas district, numbers approximately 7,000. Assistant Super-
intendent Joe M. Pitts provided data on the approximate number of persons
with responsibility for staff development, inservice, and preservice edu-
cation in the district (see Figure 5).

Fi ure 5
SBTE ROLES IN DAL S (TEXAS) SCHOOLS

NUMBER OF PERSONS
IN ROLE

FULL- OR
PART-TIME

1. Assistant Superintendent 5 Full

2. Deputy Associate 4 Full

Superintendent

3. Director, Management 1 Full

Academy

4. Director, Instruction 17 Full

Assist akt Director, 15 Full

Instructilni

6. , Facilitators/ Coordinators/ 77

Others
,Full

I. Resource Teachers 16 Full

8. Deans of Instruction 23 Full

9. Building Resource Teachers 250 Full

.10. Building-Department Heads 301 Part
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A total of 408 persons, over six percent of the professional staff,
were assigned full-time as SBTEs in Dallas,, and 301 others had part-time
responsibilities. These figures do not include persons whb acted as in-
structors forvpne or more inservice programs or as informal, non- assigned ,
SBTEs. Note also the range of responsibilities'included in the'list--from
Assistant Superintendent and Director of the Management Academy to Building
Resource Teachers..

Pitts was asked several questions about these roles: Which are new or
recent? Why were they instituted? What problems or promise led to their
being instituted? His response provides insight into the evolution of the
SBTE and theperspective of school administrators directing'such change
efforts.

Most of the central office SBTE positions have existed for several
years. The Director of the Management Academy is recent (organized
three years ago) and came about as a-result of the need to provide
relevant training programs for practicilig ind prospective leaders.
The traditional university training seemeelacktng in view of the,
myriad challenges found in a rapidly changing;"highly technological
urban environment. The recent nation -wide emphasis on "getting back
°to the basics" coupled with a concern about academic achievement
caused the District to significantly increase and upgrade central
office instructional roles. During the past three years the building
level position of Dean of Instruction and Resource Teacher were
created in response to the effort to improye student achievement in
the Basic Skills areas. Departmerft heads in some instances in the past
had only been perfunctory positions, sometimes self-appointed and
-functioning during conference periods. The Di- strict now provides
released time for these positions and is,carefully selecting the
personnel.

\__
Edelfelt (1917a) suggested that such positions should be encouraged,

with respect not only to schools and universities but to other educational
institutions. Some of these should be professionals to staff new insti-
tutions:like 'teacher centers and training complexes. Others could be on
the order a( what the British call'advisors. haps some new types,need
to be created to meet Aderican demands, such as in ervice counselofr for
teachers and other personnel."

One educational institution which is increasing the size of its staff
is the intermediate school unit (county school dist icts, regional,service
centers, educational consortia, educational centers . The Kanawha County
(West Virginia) School System serves 2,500 professional educators. Mrs.
Kathryn Maddox listed SBTE roles in the Kanawha County School System, as
shown in Figure 6.

Based on these data and observations of school district ksupport staff
across the country, the fourth thesis is posed:

The number of SBTEs is large and prgabLy expanding.

The twelve roles listed in Figure 6 reflect three orgahizational
strands in Kanawha'County: Kanawha County School. System (titles 1-7 ip
Figure '6), Multi-Institutional Teacher Education Center (titles 8 -10), and
Regional Education Service Agency, Region III (titles 11 and 12). The
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Figure 6
SBTE ROLES IN KANAWHA COUNTY SCHOOLS, WEST VIRGINIA

TITLE NUMBER OF PERSONS FULL- OR
IN ROLE. PART-TIME

1. InService Coordinator 1 Full

2. Deputy Superintendent -
1

Full

3. Assistant Superintendent 3 Full

4. Specialists 20 Fuil

\--46,. Tutorial Coordinator 1 Part

6. Community Educatioh Director 1 Full

7. ITV Coordinator 1 Full

8. Director of Teacher 1 Full

Education Center (MITEC)

9. Coordinator of Teacher 1 Full

Education Center

10. School-Based Teacher 20 Part

11. Director of Regional 1

YI

Full

Educational Service Agency

12. Coordinators

Education Coordinator

4 Full)

interactt n of these three agencies, with similar and overlappindreiponsi-
not on ith each other, but with collegps and univeesities

a, and with local school system's-7illustrates the complex
organ ion of education institutions in this country.

Because Dallas is a large district which can provide almost all its own.
services, Dallas schools experience to a lesser extent the same overlapping
responsibilities. However, it is possible that SBTEs frodi the Regional
Education Service Center, Dallas County Boaea of Education, Consortium D,
Dallal Teacher Center, and eight universities could be available to assist
a particular teacher.

Thefifth thesis is: .

SBTA3 are affiliate th an array of ZocaZ, rogionca,
and state agencies, aZZ providing similar -services 44 the
same population.
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SBTE ACTIVITIES AND COMPETENCIES

The activities SBTEs engage in are varied, and often unique to the.'
context in which they are held. Thus the competencies needed by persons
performing those activities vary. Illustrative activities afikcompetencies
are considered in this section.

Activities of.SBTEs
d

in a one-year project in Urbana (Illinois) School District woo
enga d in the following activities:

416-

1. Locating, identifytng,,lnd preparing instructional materials!
to meet specific instructional needs

2. Assisting teachers with fiTgulating plans for more effective
room arrangements for learning centers, and for interest
centers

_/-
3. Discussing and. thinking through problems of managing classroom

behavior, how to develop class rules, how to help specific
individual children.

4. Providing moral support and being generally supportivei haring
with teachers the setbacks and difficulties they experienced
as teachers themselves

5. Alerting teachers to available resources to help them with
instruction

6. Relating information about the good and successtyl practices
of one teacher to another and vice versa

7. Giving informative feedback from their observations of the
classroom activity

*
8. Demonstrating (or modeling) methOds and techniques of teaching

9. Helping teachers to think through'alternatiye methods and \---s
.'approaches to teaching specific skills and content (Katz et al.,
'"1974, pp. 154-55).

Meyen and his associates deve uped an SBTE role, t he curriculum
''consultant, uho translated educational concepts for exceptional children
into practices for regular classroom instructors. Their definitiorrof that
role provides a summary of expected activities:.-

'A curriculum consultant is . . . a person capable of: serving
er as a leader in the development of curriculum for special. education

programs; advising`ind aiding in decision, making about curriculum for
the total educational program as it influences education for
exceptional children; providing leadership through inserviCe education;,
advising administrators on cuericulum needs; aiding-teachers' use of
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, resources and research; assisting teachers with ins,trbctional problems;
providing indirect service to children (Meyen et ..31 1971, p. 1).

Marilyn K. Odum, resource teacher in Fairfax County (Virginia) Public

%
Schools, described her role as follows:

The role of the resource teachers is emerging from that of
proting remedial and diagnostic services, large group inservice
meet gst and crisis management to that of providing "action inservice"

in the classroom, whereby the resource teacher and classroom teacher
focus on action rather than ta;k, and provide for all students in a
highly effective manner. The role of the resource teacher becomes that
of a facilitator of:

improved teaching strategies
improved organizational patterns
improved materials utilization
improved diagnostic, prescriptive, and evaluative procedures.

workshops for students provide the structure for interaction
between resource and classroom teacher. The workshop format provides
a nonthreatening environment in which the resource and classroom
teachers plan to implement new materials, improve students' skills,
and increase productive and creative thinking skills.

After the classroom teacher selects a workshop topic, brief
planning sessions are held in which the resource teacher outlines the
philosophy of the workshop, the broad organizational structure,'and
alternatives for learning materials and activities. The classroom
teacher selects specific materials and activities perceived as
appropriate for the students, and assumes 50 percent of the
'responsibility by choosing half the leadership tasks. By this
process, the classroom teacher takes ownership of the problem and
has a vested interest in the success of the workshop.

The workshop fessioti's last from two to ten days depending on the
content; interaction among teachers 4nd students centers on success

7for each student. During each 50:iqute session, student tracking
'sheets provide a monitoring and adjustment' system for both teachers'
and students.

Following the workshop, the classroom and the resource teachers
confer to-evaluate the workshop and plan for continuation of the
learnings (.Odum, 1977).

Arlington (Virginia) Public Schools have extendeeinservice oppor-
tunities for teachers and the number of SBTEs through ttre Personnel
Resource List. Hundreds of people whose expertise might be needed ar
listed under headings such as Art, Audiovisual and Telecommunications,
Classroom Management, Teaching Techniques, Bilingual Education, Aesth tic
Education, Phbtograms, Art Appreciation, Calligraphy, Poetry Writing;,Silk,
Screen, Paper Sculpture, Stitchery, Visual Communication, and Nonverbal
Communication. The primary role of these UTES is to provide inservice
programs and consultant services for teachers requesting their special-
ized assistance. The roles are part-time, typically after school or on
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Saturdays, with a small stipend paid by-the school district. The services
are not systematically delivered to teachers; the approach is "cafeteria
style" and the extensiveness of involvement depends on self-perceived
teacher needs.

All the roles described so far relate to inservice teachers and are
basically facilitative and instructional in nature. The role of the
director of a regional teacher center involves both preservtce and inser-
vice education as well as heavy administrative responsibilities. In this
role, the director:

Coordinates placement of all student teachers in the county,
conducts training for preservice teachers, all supervising teachers,
and facilitates coordination of staff development Within the four'.
counties of the Regional Edutation Service Agency. She also conducts
needs assessment.for new teachers within the four-county area and for
supervising teachers annually. Special programs are off for new
teachers and supervising teachers in addition to the c ordination of
administrators' and teachers' staff development for thefour counties.
(Maddox, 1977, p. 7).

DiTosto (1976), analyzing the responses'of teacher education center
coordinators in Maryland, identified several roles that coordinators
perceived for themselves.

The liaison person sert4s primarily as a link between school
systems and the college/university. Persons holding this view stress
public relations and open communication; _they attempt to tie theory and
practice together. They try to create a community-view both in the
school and in the calNlege; they represent.the views of the school to
the college and those ef the college to the school. Since visibility
is a key factor, they spend considtrable time working with members of
both the school and college faculties.

The manager coordinates assignments and activities,in the teacher
center. The person assuming this role plans'for center operation and

'sets uP,observations and.situations conducive to developing the
teaching styles of individual student teachers within paramters of the
program.

The teacher primarily bridges the gap between theory and practice.
The vehicle for thiS,is the'biweekly seminar where discussions are -

centered on major.topics pf a practical nature, in personal/
professional development.

The supervisor shapes teacher behavior for improving classroom
instruction. This is considered a major element in practicum exper- .

ience; it isthe opportunity for the SBTE to observe and provide feed-
/ -back to student teachers through multiple short observatJonS. Such

low-key visitations are seen as changing behavior as a result of
increased mutual respect, trust, and dedication to the task.

The program developer builds the program by increasing the
skills of pevonnetinvaved in it. In Ws role, the person
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.conducts systematic needs assessments of staff, then provides
workshops, courses, and experiences to meet identified needs.
Cooperating teachers are involved in Videotaping, conferences On
skill development, professional experiences in teacher education,
and numerous other interaction activi-ties beneficial to personal

and professional development.

If findings from a limited study are generalizable to the larger
populatfon, concepts of what SBTEs should do and what occurs in actual

practice are qUite different. As part of our study of the school-based
teacher educator (Houston, Cboper, and Warner, 1976, 1977), 19 persons
,whote full-time assignment was in .an SBTE role were interviewed. Their

titles differed and their school districts ranged in size from.small
suburban to large urban districts, but al) were responsible for staff

development.
The most astbnishing conclusion from that study (Stell et al., 1976)

was that staff developers don't develop staff. While teachers were listed

by all as Persons with whom they interacted, probes in the interviews found
that this meant planning and organizing inservice, not conducting it.
Individual teachers were assisted primarily when a problem was identified

by administrators..
In most instances these SBTEs hesitatedto observe classes except those

eof teachers new to the di strict. They worked with administrators and some
teachers, attended meetings, and developed materials; they were busy, but
their roles were reactive and passive. They had'been assigned-a wide range
of responsibilities, but neither they nor their administrators hadassessed
their responsibilities and perforarIe in comparison with their basic
mission. Forthe most part, their responsibilities kept them out of the
classroom and away from the very persons they were supposed to help. .4 '

The SBTEs controlled none of the rewards of the district. They had' to
prove themselves over and over again in situations where the teacher either
was defensive' (knowing the SBTE was there at the direction of the.princi-
Pal) or had a difficult problem. In either case, the odds for success were
slim; and when,success was achieved, the teachers perceived themselves as
responsible. Failure, of course, was a shared.result. In such situations;

SBTEs turned more and more to 'safe" activities, and these were not
teacher-related. They shuffled paper, then complained of too many clerical

tasks.

Competency Specifications

Several approaches to the identification of competencies have been

delineated. The study just described was part of a comprehensive series of
inputs to,develop a set of competencies for SBTEs as part of the.
School-Based Teacher Educator Project (Houston, Cooper, and Warner, 1976,

1977). The phgcesses employed in specifying'S8TE competencies in that ,Nproject are lid in chronological order to illustrate one approach:

- 1. A review of research and theoretical constructs related to the

SBTE was completed.

2. Interviews were conducted with 19 persons in staff development
roles.
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3. The theoretical concept of clinical prictice was studied through
analysis of its application in four non-education fields.

4. An initial set of competency speCificttions wds'derived from the
first three activities.

lit A national panel of X27 distinguished educators analyzed the list
and made comments on the validity df competencies.

6. A detailed analysis of the national, panel's reactions was made by
the, project staff, and,a revised list drawn,up.

7. A statewide task force of educators reviewed all work and refined
the second draft of competency specifications.

8. The revised competency list was mailed to 300 Texas educators, who
were to rate each statement in terms' of its importance for both
preservice and inservice SBTEs.

9. Participants at -a statewide SBTE conference reviewed all these
stages of competency development, then worked in small groups.to
define the final specifications for a competent SBTE.

The resulting set of 20 competenty specification's assumed that an SBTE
would'4e able to perform, as-a teacher,. the specified competencies as well
as facilitate their performance by others. SBTEs:

1. Assist teachers to develop interpersonal skills and'effecttve
communication with students, colleagbes,and school constituencies

. 2. Assist teachers to gather and utilize-relevant data about school,
classroom, and community environments

3. Assist teachers to understand and work effectively with different
socioeconomic/ethnic/cultural groups

4. Assist teachers to, translate knowledge of current educational
research and development into instructional practices

'5. Assist teachers to develop a personalteaching style consistent
with their own philosOphy

6. Assist teachers to develop their understanding of basic concepts
and thedries'of the subjects they teach

7. Assist teachers to understand and use teEhniAues-and instruments
designed to diagnose students' academic and social development
needs

8. Assist teachers to design, develop, and maintain environments that
facilitate learning,

9. Assist teachers to develop instructional goals and,objectives
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10. Assist teachers to develop and/or adapt instructional programs
and materials.

4111.

11. Assist teachers to select and Utilize various strategies and
models of teaching, for example, concept developmebt, inductive
procedures, riondirective teaching

12. Assist teacherts to desigri and implement personalized learning
plans.

13. Assist teachers to develop effective leadership skills

14. 'Assist teachers to understand and use effective techniques of
classroom management

15. Assist teache s to evaluate instructional effectiveness by
collecting, ar zing, and interpreting data orl,teacher and student
behavior

A

16. Assist teachers to develop, implement, and assess continuing
individual professional ,growth plans

17. Plan and conduct individual conferences with teachers

18: Recognize-thistence of personal proofed s that affect a
teacher's instructional effectiveness and initiate appropriate
referral process

19. Demonstrate effective planning, organization, and management
skills /

20. Facili.ate research' studies on teaching and learning.

Meade (1971), in describing the optimal set of specifications for an
SBTE, emphasized the artistry -phase of pr.ofessional education. The SBTE,
in his view:

. . . must know learning and teaching. Beyond this, he must be
arrexpert diagnostician, able to assist teachers to assess their

strengths and weaknesses. As a specialist in performance assessment,
he must have the capacity to assist teachers to/find the kind of
teaching responsibilities for which they are best suited. For example,
in a situation in which a teacher achieves poor results the specialist
wopld be able either to assist the teacher to overcome his pedagogical
'deficiencies or to alter the teacher's assignments so that his talents.
were used more appropriately.

The training specialist would be a bit of a heretic, at least to
the extent that he would actively seek ways to unfetter inservice .

training from the traditions of the past.. He would know, moreover, the
expectations of.students and parents and the pulse of the community in
which he worked. And, above all, he would have the leadership to,
inspire those with whom he worked to teach somewhere near 'their 'optimal
capacity. . .
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Such a training specialist would have access to all the resources
essential-to effective retraining and would, ave a positionof line
authority. His chief function would belo insure an optimum "fit"
between person and task, and to instill a sense of high aspiration and
adequacy (Meade, 1971, pp. 221-22). '

Huge (1977) postulated three chara teristics that principals exhibit
when they are effective SBTEs. First, ve personal knowledge of the
strengths of all staff members and they organ e activities around those
strengths. Second, thepinvest time i as ing teachers to set job
targets in relation to school goals and individual strengths. Third, they
recognize that change is a difficult process and that each person goes
through change at a different rate.

While each researcher and developer appears to be seeking generic
competencies with the zeal of one searching for the Holy Grail, an analysis
of the differences in the lists and the differences imroles previously
discussed makes it apparent that no such basic set of skills and knowledge
exists for the SBTE. In reviewing SBTE activities and competencies, the
sixth thesis is evident:

No single set of activities or competencies is
appropriate for all SBTEs; the sets are idiosyncratic
to each setting and person.

Teachers themselves are becoming more involved in teacher education as
SBTEs. For too many years teachers were involved priOarily as receivers of
inservice education. Only those who opened their classrooms to student
'teachers and those describing their practices at inservice meetings could
be considered SBTEs. That situation is shifting, and the rate of change
will accelerate in the coming years.

Teacher organizations are demandingLa greater role in decisions
affecting the profession and its members. These demands are being
considered on the state level through professional practices commissions
and on the local level through greater teacher participation in the
decision-making process. Maddox described the situation in Kanawha County,

,

West Virginia: "Since 1970,'an inservice coordinating council has been
established; however, in 1977 the composition of this council for the first
time will be composed of a majority of,dassroom teachers., Prior to this
time, there have always been classroce teachers on the council but the
majority of the members were from the central office staff." .

Effective participation does not just happen. Tor.) often . . .

teachers are ikkai and silent at professional meetings at which power
figures from universities and state government are present. Teachers need
opportunities in training to gain perspective, knowledge, and poise to deal
with professional problems and decisions `on a parity basis alongside their
colleagues in other branches of the profession" (Edelfelt, 1977b, p. 46).
Such training in the decision-making procets, where coupled with training
as teacher educators, leads to more effective practice. The seventh thesis
set forthris:

There is an increasing emphasis on teacher involvOnent in
decisions relative to staff development, including work as SBTEs.
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Perceived Effectiveness"bf Teachers as SBTEs

In recent years, several, writers have advocated teachers as the most
effective SBTEs. Rubin (1969, p. 9)4noted that,a "practicing teacher is
the best possible trainer of teachers." Dillon (1976) explained the
rationale: "Teachers feel, that practicality and credibility are more
easily assured if a fellow practitioner conducts the staff development

activity." Edelfelt (1977c) described how such an SBTE-teacher works with
a colleague. One high school has "teacher advisOrs"--people who'have
distinguished themselves as teachers and who.have demonstrated superior
talents in working with other teachers on teaching problems and inservice
education. Because they are colleagues, and other'teachers.feel
comfortable in discussing their, problems, them, teacher advisors are

effectivSBTEs.
An 1974, Lawrence reviewed 97 studies of inservice education in

mono Hisprepared for the Florida Department of Education. One of His
conclusions is of interest here:

School-based programs in which teachers participate as helpers to
each other and planners of inservice activities tend to have greater
success in accomplishing their objectives than do progr s which are
conducted by college or other outside personnel without tt assistance
of teachers (Lawrence; 1974).

During 1975, Joyce and hisfassdciates Interviewed over 1,000 educators
from across the country concerning inservice edutation. Responses to the
question, "Who should-be trainers?" led to these conclusions:

04er 20 percent preferred university personnel; about 20,
percent preferred' teachers; ,,Miiut 15 percent preferred consultants;
and about 2 percent suggestO'LEA personnel includingcadministrators
and curriculum supervisors. . . Teachers, spearheaded by their *
representatives, tended to mention themselves first, as reasonable
candidates. . . . In no category of persons interviewed were local
education agency administrators strongly ,considered as appropriate '**

trainers of teachers. LEA administrators have the problem of repre-
senting the same establishment which evaluates. teachers (Joyce et al., )

1976e,.p. 3).

Drawn from the conceptions and studies of inservice education, the
eighth thesis is'stated:

Teachers have credibility with,theinpeers as'313TEs;
they translate theories and -aRncepts more specifically
into classroom practice.

NEEDED REVITALIZATION .IN SBTES

"The education. of teacher educator i

professional literature," stated the Bi

:::o:::

Profession of Teaching following
p. 105). Fran our brief survey of school

in practice aswell as theory.

s largely ignored in the.
ntennial Commission on Education
a year-long study (Howsam, 1976,
s, it.,appears that it is also
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SoMe progress in formal preparation SBTEs is being made. Dr:
, Joseph Liggins, Assistant Superintendent for taff Development of the
Houston Independent School District, requires a SBTEs to participate in a
month-long training session. Some of the areas inc ded in their program
are teaching adults, handling conflict, group process ills, communication
skills training, and a review of teacher training modules. Maddox fore-
cast more extensive human relations training for all personn involved in-
staff development. Howey (1976, p. 23) recommended SBTEs be t fined in

organizational development, process consu Ming, and intervention, artic-
ularly in schools where there is consid able role and program
restructuring.

Such formal preparation for SBTEs is needed not only because of the
function they perform, but because of the persons selected,as SBTEs. In

the interaction of personnel and organization within an evolving social
milieu, roles and responsibilities change and shift. Because the SBTE is
so often the person who is respdnsive to the organization's needs and who
rapidly learns to adapt to those needs, he or she is most vulnerable in a

constantly-changing school process. The position of the SBTE in this
regard is reflected in a social science principle enunciated by Bennis.

Organizations require men to learn certain skills and techniques.
These are reinforced through the variegated "'socialization" procedures
the organization uses to gain-compliance. The good student learns his
lesson well; the best student overlearns his lesson so well that his
responses, become rote (developing what Veblen called "trained
incapacity"). The circumstances change, more and more rapidly, and
our good, students of yesterday become the misfits of tomorrow--the
tragedy being that their punishment is caused by their folly of
attempting to superimpose.their hard-earned knowledge on an essentially
new set'of conditions (Bennis, 1961, p. 563).

A practital response to the SBTE in flux is to foster a changing cadre-
of SBTEs. This polity watimplemented by an Illinois superintendent of
schools who assigned supervisors for two-year periods, His rationale was
that invihe first two years the supervisors infused new blood into the
system, implemented creative ideas, and reflected enthusiasm for teachtrs
and their roles. After a two-year period, the supervisors tended to
'stabilize their practices and to be more concerned with maintaining the
status quo than with implementing new programs.

Other districts require their staff development faculty'to remain
current by teaching.: SBTEs inn Arlington (Virginia) Public Schools must be
in a classroom at least 13 days each year. Dallas has implemented a policy
which mandates time in the field weekly and full-time return to teaching on
a regular basis. Pitts -.described this process for maintaining relevancy
and reality An Dallas with these wordt: No more office lizards behind big
desks with all the trappings--charging out to the school and saying, 'How
are things going? If I can be of assistance, call meg an scurrying back

the security, of the-office." Frey (1976, p. 54) pointedcout thaft a
ajor benefit of being an SBTE is the impact on the individual aftir

eturning,toteacMing. 'SBTEs are forced to reflect on practice when
orktng with teachers and'such analysis leads to greater awareness of
eacher performance criteria and outcomes'.
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These illustrations reflect a trend wtuich we state as our ninth
thesis:

SBTEs maintain their competence through regular
contact with schools and teaching, and/with periodic
full-time experience as a teacher.

Some Limitations

As the trend toward greater involvement of SBTEs in the educatibn of
education professionals continues to accelerate, several caveats and
limitations should be considered. First, the training of teachers is a
vital undertaking and shoul4 be a major priority of the institutions)
assuming that responsibility Schools have yet to view this as a major
responsibility of theirs--the budget in staff development is small and
often dependent upon outside funding through grants and projects. -Schools
have turned to colleges and intermediate school units for these services.
Why?

The primary mission of.schools is to educate children and youth; of
secondary importance is the education of teachers, that might have-impact
on the primary mission; of tertiary importance is the education and im-
provement of expertise and services of trainers of teachersJSBTEs).

In my-recent discussions with staff developers from across the country,
all perceived'that their school districts were placing greater emphasis on
SBTEs and their training, and, could quote quantitative data to support
their claims ()numbers of SBTEs, funds expended). Yet none of the super-
intendents interviewed drew the same conclusion about their districts when
asked to consider major goals, activities, and accomplishments.
q, A second limitation. is bound up in the persons selected as SBTEs. The
trend toward inbreeding becomes a problem when the primary input to school
districts comes from within the district. Schools tend,to select their
SBTEs from outstanding teachers practicing in the distritt, and rightly so.
They have demonstrated their ability' to teach effectiyely, they know dis-
trict policies and community resources; thus, they should be in an dvan-
tageous position to help.others. But th s practice promotes stability and
discourages new ideas in the system.

A third limitation i related to balance. Professional education is a
blend of theoretical co structs and practical applications One without
the other produces a we k program. While colleges have been accused of
emphasizing theory to.th xclusion of practice, school-based programs'too

',often emphasize only practical ideas, tridks; and activities that can be
implemented simply, immediately, and with little effort., Since SBTEs are

` chosen typically from competent practiting teachers and are working with
teachers who often press for easily im'lemented classroom ideas,'SBTE
inservice education programs tend to stress practical applications. Such
practices may be adequate for afew years as SBTEs work with teachers who
can integrate such practical ideas into a broader'conceptual frame, but in_
the long run such a consistent practice would be devastating to the
profession.

A fourth limitation is closely related to the third. When the primary
training of teachers focuses on school district problems, the recommended
practices tend to become local and parochial;
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A fifth problem grows from the expanding cadre of SBTEs practicing the
role. The "everyone can do it" trend will lea AD poor practices and,laCk
of confidence in the system.

Sixth, despite the extensive literature oflin rvice education and the
people involved in staff deve/Opment, amazingly little research has been
conducted. Those studies which have focused .on supervision or student
teaching and cooperating teachers have tended to be short-terM doCtoral
dissertations, limited in scope and unrelated to`impr6ement of teacher
practice or student outcomes.

Potential forthe Future

Despite the potential limitations inherent in the SBTE, this,
increasingly important respdnsibility in teacher educatiOn promises to
improve educational practice. The SBTE is not a singular job description,
but multiple and tailored to individual school needs. Increasingly it may
be directed toward working, in individual schools rather than school
districts, and the part-time SBTE/part-time teacher concept will become
more' prevalent.

For maximum impact, SBTEs must recognize their de limitations and be
willing to draw on other resources for support. The in-depth, specialized
expertise found in colleges and universities could be one, such viable
source. Such a concept of inter-institaional teaming needs to be
explored, studied, and practiced. Perhaps the teacher center can provide
the governance structure-for such cooperation:

Finally, the preparation of SBTEs and their own continuing inservice
education is important to their success. Their key role as stimulators of
teachers would be limited were they not themselves, excited about learning
and willing to communicate that to their colleagues. Thus, the education
of SBTEs is critical and central to the success of teacher'inservice
education programs.

As schools assume greater responsibility for the continuing and
inservice education of their staffs, the school-based teacher educator
gat A's in stature, responsibility, and significance. It behooves all who
are concerned with itproving-aducation to nurture the concept and the
people in those roles. For so goes the improvement of education for'
children andyouth.

a
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Chapter IV

DECISION MAKING ABOUT NEW PROFESSIONAL ROLES

/
IN TEACHER EDUCATIONS

Karl Maseanapi

The foregoing discussion has delineateelte contextual conditions that
wilq.come into play in the determination,of what new an modified roles in
teacher, education are needed, and has explored the respective situations
within higher education institutions and schools. Decisions about the
creation Of new roles and supporting preparation programs will be influ-
enced in part by how decision makers view the changing conditions in
society and education, but also tin terms of other priorities. Political
advantage and vested interests may outweigh commitment to improving the
quality of education for childrpn in the decision-making process.

Before we project the implications of the' preceding chapters, it is
useful to examine briefly the characteristics of the arena within which
education personnel development takes place, and to call attention to a
number of under:lying issues and questions 1 ely to surface as decisions
are made regarding new and nfo-difiedk es teacher education. The com-
plex arena of'teacWer education includes a variety of actors who perform
many functions; the position decis on makers take on the issues will deter-
mine eventually what new roles teacherl education will be created and
supported. dic

THE ARENA OF EDUCATION PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

le arena within which education personnel development takes place is
Complex, multifaceted, and without unified leadership. At is difficult to
portray as a complete, integrated whole'because in reality that is not what
it i's. One approach to a clearer understanding of this arena is to de-
scribe its characteristics in relation to: (a) the institutions, orga-
nizations, and agencies with a stake in education personnel development;
(b) whO the actors &re; and (c) the functions the actors perform.

The institutions, organizations, agencies, and groups involved in some
way in education personnel development inclUde:

Higher education institutions (public and private; junior colleges,
colleges, and universities

Schools (public and private; K-12) .

,
School districti.and school boards
Professional organizations and sssociations

Teacher, professional development, and regional service centers
,Local, state, and federal government agencies /?

.

/Student groups and organizations
Cohsumer organizations and groupi
Accrediting agencies.

,
.

The actAs in this arena--persons who perform functions in education
Personnel development--represent differing needs, motivations, and respony
sibilities. ,
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Consumers of education personnel development programs

Students in preserVice preparation programs

'Professionals who participate in inservice staff development
programs Ao

40

Professionals who provide instruction, supervision, counseling, and

-
gonsultdtion in pre- and inservice education programs4

Higher education faculty members, adminirr4ators, ad support
. .

staffs

Elementary and secondary school faculty members, administrators,
and support staffs,

Staff members of teacher, professional development, and regional.
service centers

Staff members of state departments of education
S

Professionals and others who initiate and monitor new programs,
stimulate the improvement of educational practice, and work toward
expanding the supporting knowledge base

Staffs of federal agencies and state departments of education
( Members and staffs lof professidnAtworganizations and associations.

Staffs of teacher, professional development, akd regional service
centers

Higher education and school faculty members, administrators, and
support staffs. .--

Educational researchers

Professionals and Othrs who monitot quality control of programs and
certify school personnel

o Staffs and evaluators of accreditiing agencies
Staffs of state and other certification agencies

Personnel in government agencies which legiglate educational policy,
approve program support, and interpret law relevant to edition

Members of local school boards . .,

Members ofNItate 'legislatures and their support staffs
Personnel i stake departments of education
Members dt Congress and their
Personnel in federal agencies
Judges and members of courts

Consumsrs of the graduates of education personnel development
programs °'

The public/taxpayers
Parents of pupils

.,, 0
Members of school boards.

,

The tpctions performed by these persons cover a wide range of duties
and nesponsibilities. In some instances these duths are clearly' ssigned

6
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and defined, in others they are not. As a result, duplication and con-,
fusion of efforts often occur. Illustrative of these functions are:

Functions related to teacher education programs

Designing and conducting preservice preparation programs
Designing and conducting inservice education/staff development
programs

Developing curricula and instructional materials
Establishing, supporting, andlmonitoring programs designed to
meet special societal needs
Evaluating program effectiveness

---------ct1-'18Funon,elated to the improvement of programs and educational
practices

Designing and engaging in educational research and in other
activities intended to expand the supporting knowledge base,
Stimulating improvements in educational praCtice through publication

.programs, leadership training, and information dissemination
Nurturing the health and growth of the eduCation profession

Policy making and administrtive fun ions
ft

Formulating policies at the local, state, and federal levels
Interpreting laws and adjudicating disputes related to educational
practice

Allocating resources to support programs
Communicating with and influencing decision me4rs

Regulatoi and quality control functions

Establishing and enforcing regulations affecting programs and
personnel

Maintaining quality control over programs
Certifying graduates of training programs

:Consumer functions

Evaluating, employing, and monitoring the performance of graduates
of education personnel development programs.

Other characteristics of the teacher education arena should it:10
mentioned:

O

A complex set of dynamics is often at work when individual actors
or the groups they represent interact with each other during the .

process of making decisions. Political and vested interests tend to
be predominant over other considerations. "Who is in charge"often
gets in the way of "how we can improve what we're doing."

The absence of unified leadership means that education personnel
development lacks an overarching conceptual frameworks and
coordinated direction.
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Education personnel have not yet deaded fiit they want: to be or
become a full-blown prbfession; to remAn as they es,gehtially are
now, a semi-profession;' or to join the ranks of the trade crafts-and

tabor unions, They are not united on this issue.

. 7
The knowledge base which 'ports education personnel" development

is inadequate and needs 'e expanded.

UNDERLYING ISSUES

Decis ion iking about new and modified professional roles lip teacHer
education will be influenced to a great extent by the position decision

makers take on a number"of issues. While these issues will surface'as.edu-
cators solve 'other problems, they have special relevance to education per-

sonnel development. As was argued earlier, different .viewpoints about and
responses to changing conditions in society andeducation read to different
perceptions about the kinds of teacher educators needed in the future, and
about what professional 1.91es are needed in teacher education. The follow-

ing issues appear to be among the most relevant:

Issues relatedto schools

Is the'lundamental purpose of schools to teach "basics," or is it

45X. 'to be Concerned with the welfare of total perons? What is the
essential role of the classroom teacher?

Should there be differenttated/staffing in schools? Should the

improvement orchildren's education be the determining factor in '

`deciding whether or not differentiated staffing is needed, or are

political and other considerations valid factors?

tl

Issues related to aducation_zersonnk development programs
. ,

Should the preparation of educatianpersonhel in higher, education
institutions,continue'to be offered at both undergraduate and T

graduate levels or ohly"at;the graduate level? Should =hools and
colleges of-education-become separate -professional schools parallel .

to medical schools or'law schools?.

Is self-perceptionof needs an adequate basis for designing
inservice education programs for professional' school personnel?

4

As new and modified professional roles in teacher education emerge,
new preparation prograMs for thosetroles-will be required. Which

institutions and/or agencies should be responsible for designing

and conduCting,s'uch preparation programs?
,

Issues related to professional praVice

What does it mean ,to be an educaiton professional? Should edu- ;

cation strive to become a profession, be content to renAin
semi-profession, or join the ranks of the trade crafts and labor

unions?

4'
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/On what basis is the performance of, education professionals to be
judged? What evidence demonstrates professional competence? Now
can education professionals convince the public that they are
"accountable "?

Issues related 'to nistration /4 ,

Now will human, ec nomic, and physical resources be allocated, for
") education personnel development by the federal government? State

governments? Colleges and universities? School districts? Other
agencies?

As preservice teacher education programs become more field-based,
and as schools assume more responsibility for inservice education,.
parents of pupils and the public.gerferally become more gRe ricerned
about the role of schools In society. Now can parentThd the
public and other decision makers be convinced that education
personnel development is a'legitimate function of schools?

What incentives and rewards should be created to (motivate. personnel
in higher education institutions' and schools to participate produc-
tivelyin staff development activities? Not can the constraints
which seem to prohibit-revision of present polici s be mi imized?

The completion of different kinds of inservice educa :programi
'is recognized in, di fferent ways, such as- by college/university
credit or .continuing education units. Should these different forms

recogrfttioni beitandardized?,
,

`. Issues related td- governance anit.,02lity control
9Will various' sectors' in education (state departments; schools, col-

' '(legeg', an departments of education; teacher organizations; school
districts)) insist on continuing,fragmented and separate approaches
'to education personnel develbpment, or will they join in cooperative f

. approaches?, Wi 11 there be ,a'!'recognitibn that no 'one, sector has a
monopoly on wisdom, and that ul imately our hope is i.n harnassingIour,

collective wisdan? ' And ff dueation opts for cooperative
proaches, hoccan various sec collaborate effectively?

, 4*

02 Now should the 'quality of education persbnnel preparation and
developmeInt programs which are conducted by colleges/universities,
AhoRls,--teacher and regional service cent s, and other agenciesbe(e controlled? What are the indi-ca rs of q lity in these programs?

What"should Ile the aPpr te function of federal and state
agenti es ,in.education onnel development? What qualifications
-are required ft; sta bers 'responsible for .those fUnctions?

Now /can athe presen fragme d, di speate efforts to provide..
. education rscinnel devel op,men 'e integrated into. some agreed- /! upon*o ce ameworV' Who 'shou participate in the .

(formulation of suc .4 c(nceotual framework? Does the profession
need an Chnbrel gency to Ave direction to', coordinate, and.

- fib it state ed Ian ,Persbnnel' devel opmerit programs?
- 65'
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These underlying issues and others provide the intellectual context in
which decisions will be made about what ney and modified professional roles
for teacher .educators are needed,, and for a delineation- of somespecific

consequences for groups i*lved in e4ucatiorr personnel development.

IMPLICATIONS? ANOTHER LOOK AT THE ACTORS

.

In the preceding description of the teacher education arena, particular
attention was called to the actors who perform vari9us functions in;edUcIL
tion personnel development. Another look at\these pe:NOns providesa con- ,

venient basis for spinning out,a num4eit of.implicationa of theimain thesis
of this monograph, that changing conditf nsin society and education call
for new professional roles i5 teacher ed ation.:

For Students in Elementary and Secondary Schools

in schools. It is:primarily for them t t Schools
The actors who real)), ought to be front stage in the teach education

arena are the-students
exist; they, not the parents or education professionals or professional
organizations and associations or state and federal agenciis, are the
essential clients. .-

Whatever'dectsions are or are not made about hew professional roles in
teacher education will have a direct bearing on students in-Aghsols and the
quality pf education provided for them. This criterion, more an any
other, should be,the dominant consideration in making decisions abosyt'new
professiOnal 'rolei in teacher ed4cation and preparation programs for those
roles.

For the Profession at Large

Education personnel are not yet united about what they want to be or
become. Some argue that deliberate steps should be taken to sake education
a true profession like medicine or law. Others seem content to remain a
semi-profession. Still others would have classroom teaching become little
mdre than a craft. At times educators attempt to behave as members of a
profession, at other times at members of labor unions.

What is ahead is not clear. But as long-as education personnel are not
United on this queition, there'will be fundamental disagreements'about what

new roles are needed in teacher educatign. It is alto clear that al,
indeed, we do want to become a profession, 'then we should Agin behoving
like one on a,consistent basis.

For the Federal Government/USO

Among the leadership roles of the U.S.Office of Education is the re-
sponsibility for establishing, supporting, and monitoring education pro-
grams designed'to fill special societal needs which likely would not 4e met
otherwise. The success of many such programs depends on how well education
personnel implement Vlem; and successful implementation, in turn, depends
on how well prepared personnel are to teach new subject matter,'use new
instructional strategies,.and assume new or modified professional roles.
Staff development of both school and higher education personnel often As

./
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required. The modification of professional roles or-the creation of new
ones is implied)if not required. While provisions for staff development
are sometimes included,in such programs, 'support tends to bsminigial, and
in many cases is not provided for at all. Provisions for etaff development
of personnel in schools, colleges, and departments.of education (SCDEs) are
seldom included.

The Elementary-Secondary Education Act of 1965, for example, provided ".
approximately a billion dollars to urban-schools to upgrade the quality of
education for children from poor backgrounds and to help solve some of the
prpblems associated with'such improvement. No support was included for
staff development. Teachers turned to SCDEs for help. Because the SCDEs
generally had neithee the expertise nor the resources to develop it, they
could provide little assistance in implementing the legislation. What was
needed wa§ substantial support for'staff development of both school and
igher edUcation personnel.

The recent teacher center legislation supports the establishment of
local, school-based centers as one vehicle to provide inservice education
for classroom teachers. What.kind of personnel will direct these centers?
What preparation do center directors need and who will provide it? The
legislation does not speak directly to such needed staff development.
Teacher Corps, on the other hand, deals more realistically with the staff
development problems. The staffs of Teacher Corps projects include program,
development specialists and community coordinators, newly created profs
sional roles for teacher educators: Their functions are speciaed at least
in broad terms. There was a recognition that new professional roles were
needed to assist in the implementation of program goals. However, Teacher
Corps legislation did not address the questions of what competencieS such
new personnel need, how they should be prepared, and who shouldprovide the
preparation. Each new federal program should include substantial support
for staff development of school and higher eduction .personnel to 'ensure
'successful implementation of the new program. -This position is supported
by the AACTE Commission on Government Relations and the Education. Policy
Committee of the Association of Colleges and Schools of Education in State
Universities and land Grant Colleges, which jointly have developed an in-
house concept paper delineating criteria to be used in taking positions .N
regarding education personnel development in future proposals by the/fed-
eral government. They argue that "SCDEs need to change in order to operate
most successfully.as service institutions relative tojiew federally Man-.
dated programs and agOvities. They also need ,to bellble to create more
flexible and responsive preservice programs."10

One criterion is particularly relevant: "Exiiting and proposed.federal
education professional develoRment programs should be examined in view of
the goals of Rrovtding asistance for schools, colleges, and departments of
education in making personnel and curriculum accommodations necessary to
enable them to respond to the direct and often indirect requiretents of the
new programs designed_for particular purposes and clients.

For State Governmentois/State Departmentiof Education

Under the "implied powers"'provision of the U.S. tonstitution, state&
carry heavy 'responsibility for ed ation. mplications of the foregoing
disyssion therefore, ale, parti arty s 'nificant to state legislatures

10 UnOublfthed concept paper, 1 77,
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and state departments Of education. Four recent'developments illustrate
consequences for staff development.

Stimulated by the need to coordinate fragmented efforts, states are
beginning to formulate comprehensive statewide plans for education person-
nel development. Several states (for example, Florida, Illinois, Massachu-
setts,,Michigan, Ohio, Oregon, and .West Virginia) already have taken steps
todevelop such plans. An essential 'element of any comprehensive state
plan should be the provision of staff development of teacher educators in
colleges and universities, in schools,mand in teacher, professional devel-
opment, and regional service centers. State plans should'.addreSs such*
questions as What kinds of professionals are needed.to provide effective
staff development programs for school personnel? What kinds of preparation
programs are needed for those professionals, and how are these programs to
be supported?

As a more specific example, states are expected to develop plans to re-
spond to Public Law 94-142, the Education of All Handicapped Children Act.
It is also incumbent on the states to provide major support for. the imple-
mentation of this federal legislation. Some reference tostaff develop-
ment is included in the Act,but planning and implementation are left to
the several states. Staff'development will be required for,teacher edu-
cators in higher education institutions, schools, teacher/professional
development/regional s4vice centers, and probably state agency staffs.
Appropriate support for such staff development should be an integral part
of the implemention strategies.

Some states (for example, Florida, North Carolina, Texas, Rhode, Islan ,

and West Virginia) have taken steps to create and maintain various types f

centers as a means of providing more effective jnservice educatiokto
school personnel. Other states are exploring the desirability of4oingso.
Not being addressed head on, however, are such questions as: What is the
nture of the professional roles of center staff members? What competencies
do they need? What kind of 'preparation programs for these roles are
needed, and who wig provide them? How will preparation be supported?
States have the responsibility to find answers to these questions.

Recent federal legislation will support the creation of a networkbf
lodal, school-based teacher centers as a vehicle to provide inserviceedu-
cation for classroom teachers. States are expected to provide technical
assistance to these centers, and some support for this function is provided
in the legislation. Staff development programs to meet the needi of center
staff members,aM personnel to support those programs, should be included
in.technical assistance provided by.states.

. 6

For Spools and School Districts

As Chools and school personnel increasingly become tniolved in educa-
tion pe onnel development, new kinds°of problemt surface. Among these:

1. Determination of the kinds of professionals needed.to implemeht
agreed-upon school goals and objectives

2. Provisionof staff development opportunities for school personnel
by the school iselfof in cooperation with other agencies and
institutions

3. Determination of the-kinds of,professionale needed to provide ef-
fective staf4 development, and how and where these professionals
will be trained
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4. AllocatiOn of resources--people, time, dollarsto support staff
. development

5. Creation of appropriate incentives/rewards to motivate school por-
sonnel to engage in staff development activities

6. Establishment or strengthening of linkages with state departments
.of education, colleges and universities, teacher/professional
development /regional service centers

7. The public relations task of convincing the public--the parents and
taxpayers- -that education personnel development is a legitimate
function of schools.

For Colleges and Universities

Changing conditions in society and education have hadand are having a
powerful impact in the area of education'personnel development, especially
at higher educatioh institutions. Traditionally, colleges and universities
were the major providers of pre- and inservice educltionprograms for
school personnel. Butthis situation has changed markedly, if not radi-
cally, as a result of the decline of ,federal support for education person-
nel development in higher education, the emergence of an.increasing number
of-staff development programs operated exclusively by schools, and the
establishment of an increasing number of teacher, professional development,
and regional service centers. These developments reflect general.dissatisA
faction with the quality and relevance of higher education staff develop-
ment programs and a search for more effectivegays to deliver.them.

Given these and other changes, a number ofrimplications teem apparent
for schools, colleges, and departments of education (SCDEs) in relation to
new or modified-professional roles for teacher educators. Among these are:
(a) the need to develop new or strengthen existing linkages with personnel
in schools; (b) the reexamination of present inservice education programs
and services with the view of upgrading them-and making them more effective
in meeting the needs of school personnel; (c) the design of appropriate
preparation programs for school-based teacher educators and staff members
of teacher, professional Aevelopment, and regional service centers; an '(d)
the implementation of apjropriate staff development programs for SCDE
personnel to equip them, in turn, to provide more effective staff devel-
opment opportunities for school persunne1.11

While the majorconcern of this monograph is the nature of professional
roles needed to provide effective preservice and inservice education pro-
grams'for school personnel, implications for other kinds of roles should be
mqntioned.*- Education-personnel are needed in other settings which are not
directly related to schools: in educational divisions of business and

zations, adult an
industry,'the prIs and media, community agencies and volunteer organi-
zations, education programs, the military, prisons,
health-related services, and other professional colleges (such as medicine,
dentistry, law, and nursing). Schools and colleges of education have the.
opportunity to develop, imaginative preparation Programs for such nonschool

/
11 As part of its Staff Development Project, funded- by Teach Corps

nsorithrough San Francisco State University, AACTE is spo g four
regional workshops to identify critical staff development needs of
SCDE personnel. It islenvisioned that the fjndings of these workshops
will be published and disseminated.
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professional roles. Doing so requires a careful analysis of the competen-
cies needed for such roles and the provision of appropriate expertise for
'instruction and supervision. An exploration of these topics, however, de-
serves fuller, treatment than can be given in this monograph.

For School -Based Teacher Educ tors and Staffs of Teacher Professional
Deve opment, and eg ona ery ce enters

Among new professional roles inteducation personnel development which

17
already are rging are those of school-based teacher educators and staff
members bf va ious types of centers. As yet these roles and the required
competencie or them have not been clearly defined. Experience and client
.expectations will'help to determine what they will be. It is clear, how-
ever, that persons who-assume these new professional roles will be expected
to have some competence in teacher education; it is not likely that every-
one who assumes these new roles will be prepared to do so. Staff develop-
ment will be required. These new professionals will need to continue their
own education to prepare them to perforM new functions more effectively.

ii

REFLECTIONS '

We have argued that changing conditions in society and education call
for modifications of present professional roles in teacher education and,
in some cases, the creation'of new ones. It is evident alreadY that pro-
fessional roles a .eginning to be modified and that new roles are
emerging. 8u e 11 impact of these changing conditions has not yet
been felt b he education profession at large. Changes in the roles
teacher cators perform are necessary if preservice education programs .

are to prepare personnel equipped to work in schools that themselves are
responsive to changing societal conditions, and if inservice education
programs are to be responsive to the current and future needs of school
personnel.

What also has surfaced here is what many educators have recognized for
s e time--that staff development of teacher educators-has been and con-
ti es to be grossly neglected by federal and state Oyernments, higher
edu tion institutions, schools, aad professional organizations and associ-
atio We hold that if the quality of education for children is to be
improved--if changes are to be effected in school programs-- en appro-
priate staff development opportunities need to be provided or 11 profes-
sional personnel wholbaveeither direct or indirect responsibilliTes for
implementing those changes. itaff development of teacher educators is an
essential ingredient in the Mal change process, and this includes those
who work in colleges and universities, schools,.state departments of edu-
cation, teacher. centers, professional development centers, and regional
service centers. To neglect support for staff development of teacher edu-
colors .is to dilute commitment to improving education for American children
and youth.

7Q
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CRITIQUE*"

Roy Edelfelt

A logical way to critique this volume is to react to the chapters one
at a time. I will do so, but at the same time I want to reflect on the
entire volume, for it is in some ways a single expression, and it is
important to view a synthesis of ideas.

CHAPTER I

I was helped by the authors' attempts to set the context, although they
do so almost too briefly. The authors describe how they view existing
conditions, first in broad strokes, then in issues and problems that are
more specific, and finally in educatiomand teacher education. The treat-
ment of social issues is a little too quick and easy to provide a setting
that should-be remembered as a backdrop throughout the tiolume. That may be
AS, the authors themselvfs seemed at times' to forget the context. For
example, from the list of compelling issues and problems (distrust of
institutions, centralizatioh of power, reliance on the courts to set moral
standards, lack of personal physical security, limits of resources world-
wide), I would conclude that the authors are implicitly'calling for review
of the purposes of schools in our society. Such a'review happens only
peripherally as the authors enumerate issues and probleins of education.
They seem almost eager to get to the circumstances of teacher education
Without helping the reader understand the relation of the larger social
picture to current events in education and teacher education. I was left
to search out my own conclusions of cause and effect: for example, dis-
trust of institutions leads to the call for accountability; centralization
of power causes more stateir federal legislators to decree the improve-
ment of programs. Some of he school responses to social problems I found
missing, such as how education and teacher education'respond to court -

mandated morals, increased viblente and crime, shortages of natural re-
sources, pollution, inflation, unemployment, and so on.

Had the purposes of schools been considered as a result of reviewing
the broader context, there might have been'a different order to the chap-.
ters in the volume. That would have helped me consider new roles in
teacher education from a base of what schools_need in personnel. My line
of thinking is that we decide first what schools should be like; pen we
decide the kinds of personnel needed to operate them; then we know what
personnel must,be prepared; and finally we know the kinds of programs and
personnel needed in teacher education (school and college) to get the job
done. Perhaps my-line of thinking is too logical and rational for the real
world. But it is worth thinking problems through in that way so that the
evidence is\at,hand in case rational decision-making is possible.

In 'reviewing the conditions of education and teacher educatfon, the
authors turn first to enrollment data--fewer students in schools and record
numbers of teachers being graduated. Their conclusion that the teacher
shortage has been eliminated is too simple. The generalization that the
oversupply of teachers has caused a stable teaching force is overstated.

*.This critique presumes that -the reader has_alreadY read the.preceding,

' pages, and will make reference to each ch;pter as necessary.
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Unemployment in general, fewer graduate study opportunities; a much tigh er
job market in higher education, and the reduction in the number of teach rs
in special areas (art, music, foreign languagei) and in the elementary
schools- -all have contributed to elimination ofsteacher shortages and a
bone stable teaching force. ,

I take issue with another. piece of reasoning in this chapter--the
assumption that a stable teaching force is the major force motivating

.....

legislators to mandate minimum outcomes. That seems like less than the

full story. Simultaneous with the changes in supply and demand andtthe
stabilizing of the teaching force, there has been a swing back fedi the
radicalism and violence of the sixties to more conservatism, an economic
recession, a major realignment"of the world economy created by OPEC
increases in oil prices --all of which has nurtured uncertainty and fostered

* legislative action in the states to proceed responsibly and carefully, ergo
to tighten education budgets.

'Me report of the political situation within the profession is percep:
tive and accurate in recognizing the increased impact of organized teachers

on decision making. But to suggest that "more an4 more" resources for
professional development will be-influenced by corrective bargaining is'.

faulty logic, in my opinion. Collective bargaining will undoubtedly influ-

ence thg circumstances of inservice education locally, but teacher
organization leaders wills be xiser than to force a choice between profes-
sional development funds and salary and fringe benefits. To avoid such a

dilemma, I predict that they will seek state and federal support for: staff
development (as they have with teacher centers) with the strong rationale
that an adequate teaching force is more than a local responsibility.

..,, Amidst their comments on the shifts in powerandthe increased promi..(
nence of teachers, the writers observe that "the education ',profession(' at

large (my emphasis) is trying to decide whether" twants to be fully'
professional or quasi-professional. Saying it th t way niay,be an exercise

of editorial license, but it does mislead. There is no deliberative body

that decides ontanything for the ".profession." The various political
forces within and outside the profession are wrestling withthfs question.
In most forums of educators the opinion is unanimous--teaching should be a
profession. Many also agree that an internship should be required to-
bridge the gap between preparation and full professional service. But

there is as yet no epresentative body to speak for the entire profession.

4n
Parenthetically t time is ideal to institute an internship: an ad-

ditional year of tra g would reduce the supply of 4eachers for a year
and might throw the supply-demand ratio into'better balance--assuming, of
coursethat interns work,under the tutelage of.experienced master teachers
and are not replacemyits for regular practittpners.

The author's discussion of approaches (keeping pace by adapting, pro-
jecting needed personnel from an analysis of current need, and predicting
need by forecasting the future) to considering emerging- roles in teacher
-education helps to suggest optional ways by which decisions about new types

of personnel will be made. I wish the authors, identifying these options,

had included a section on the'goals, objectives, lifestyle, format, and
organization of the schools for which teachers are prepared. Thp process

/----

of decisions about goals is also important because of the essential need to

V
involve teach , par administrators, students, and teacher educators.

Changes (improve ) will not,come easily unless all these people are,
included in decision making; commitment grows out of involvement.
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There also is little reference to the - setting of teacher eddCatton.
Should the reader assume that the three approaches are set in the' existing
scheme of teacher education? Is the' assumption that teacher education
takes place largely in the university, partly in the school district? ,How
different will the prescription for personnel (new roles) in teacher educa-
tion be if the setting is primarily-the university, or primarily the
school, or some balanced combination of both? These questions are
addressed later in the chapter; I am suggesting that they influence the
ways in which we approach new roles and should be addressed as we consider

----approaches, not after.

The discussion of the shortfall of the teaching profession in being #

able "to meet the educational challenges of modern time" implies the pro-
fession is at fault for its alleged inadequacy ("The failure ofi the teach-
ing profession to adVance . ."). If blame is to be assigned, it must-be
shared with the public. Teaching of children and youth in the United
States is a public profession. Although the profession can initiate,and
foster changes in preparation and practice, the public controls policy
formation and financial support for most training programs and professional
working conditions.

The quote from Educating a Profession, indicating that the teaching
profession needs new concepts to serve a human-services society' adequately,
is so true. The several pages that expand on this notion and discuss so e
of the needed new roles are helpful in moving thinking toward reform of
education and toward needed roles in teacher education. But the omissio
of consideration of the organization, structure, and schedule of the
schools in which teachers practice is unfortunate. There are limits to the
improvements possible in education if we-focus only on the adequacy and
kind of.personnel available. The conditions in which teachers work also
need attention--that is, the way teaching and learning are expected to stake
place (in classrooms where'one'teacher teaches 20-25 students at once), and
the teacher's schedule of time spent, teaching (rather than better balance
between planning, teaching, and evaluation). 'There are other factors as .

well--such as the reliance on textbooks and other packaged materials, the
narrow focus on a few so- led basic subjects, standard requirements for
all students, the social-g9thological climate of schools, the confinement
of schooling to school buildings. The point is that roles cannot be con-
sidered with attention mainly -.to existing job descriptions or to the ele-
ments of .professional competence. The circumstances in which teacher
petence must be. exercised and the social and material support available in
those circumstances influence what it is possible for teachers to do.

Establishihg the conditions in which competent professional practice is
possible is a political and economic as well a an eduCational question.
It would have been helpful to have at least some models of the possible
conditions and an idea of their cost.

Sk
CHAPTER II

The 15 problemide nd identifies as internal.to teacher education in
=schools, colleges, and departments ceeducation (colleges of education,.for
short).are an accurate, candid recital of present circumstances. In a
sense'the negative.scene depicted leads ope to suspect that anything said
,about creating new roles or circumstances for college-based teacher
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edKators is purely for survival purposes. Survival is a bastc consider-
,- ation, though not a high-minded motive. It is pragmatic, and "Colleges of

education must exist if they are to function.
It is useful to have a college professor catalog the ills of colleges x

of education. Admission by an insider may be less suspect than accusati.ons-r
by an outsider. A

Alth9ugh,Drumniond is accurate and candid, he is less than comprehen-
sive. He could have criticized the dominance of higher education over\
teacher education. Colleges of education cannot operate on many of the 16
assumptions drawn by DrumMond unless they have more autonomy in higher edu-
cation, unless they become professional schools that can make decisions
about pi.ofessional training without the interference of campus-wide aca-
demic senates. In fact, the acatlemix and political autonomy needed on
campus may be prerequisites to the changes inherent in the Drummond
assumptions.

.

Another criticism Drummond doesn't raise is the failure of college-
based teacher educators to study, analyze,.and interpret the scene in ele-
mentary and secondary education. If the attention of scholars in teacher
education had been better focused on developments in schools, the cir-
cumstances and remedies developed in this chapter might never have been
needed. Teacher education paid a price to get into the college and unit
versity community, to gain acceptance in higher education. The mortgage is
paid; it is time to take ownership.

Orie last comment -on 'Drummond's recitation of internal problems: There
are also difficult problems that should be labelled external. For example,
the social di stance between colleges of education personnel and school
personnel is great, and there are professional-class distinctions too.
Teachers kn w where they are in the hierarchy in terms of freedom, pre-
rogatives,- tatus, rewards, stimulation. Ultimately the question must be
how to impro e the circumstances of school teachers and how college of
education p rsonnel can help that happen. In reverse, there is probably no
way colleges of education will get autonomy and independence in higher
education without the political support of the organized teaching profes-
sion.

The mutual benefits to both teachers (and the school programs they
operate) and professors (and colleges of education) bec'ome more explicit,
when the linkage is made between calling for more field-based, school-site

oriented teacher education and assuming, as Drummond has, that the "most
logical and appropriate political constituencies are the organized profes-
sion . . . and lay citizens who are involved in public education. . .

At another time more should be made of the mutual benefits anethe
professional-politicil relatiOnships of the points Drummond covers.

Most of the assumptions in this chapter require taking some new
initiatives. Drummond's table, College-Based Teacher Education Work in
Transition, i ndicates a number of specific initiatives and-gives a sense of
what ,the transformation of college-based teacher educators might be. There
is one significant omission- -the incentives and rewards necessary to stim-
ulate
education Let me illustrate how such items might appear in Drummond's
ulate and satisfy faculty to move from old to new ways of providing teacher

"From" column; the reader can project how they might be stated in the "To"
column:
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FROM TO
.

Earning renown thoroUgh research
and writing addressed to colleagues
in a national forum

, Maintaining independence and freedom
by designing and finding support for
research and writing from outside
sources

Earning a national reputation to
ensure local status and reward

Commanding rank and salary at the
local level by remaining in demand ,
in a national market

Finding reward for performance and
achievement through a system of
promotion, salary increases, and
status assignment controlled by the
total university faculty and
administration

[

\!'

-

,

.

.

.

One final comment on the material appearing before Drummond gets into
"Emerging Roles": Nowhere do'I get the message that it is (and will be)
important toOntegrate preservice and inservice teacher eduCation. More-
over, among the roles that Drummond outlines subsequently, all seem clearly
preservice or inservice. There could be roles with responsibilities for
connecting and relating the two levels of training. Personnel in these
roles coed help preservice and inservice teachers learn from each other.
They could be responiible fAirteam inservice education, activities that in-
volve all the personnel in a'building-- nonprofessional, quasi - professional,,
and professional.

Drummond's ral.types are useful not only because he identifies the
kinds of college-basetteacher educators that are emerging, but also
because he provides a short narrative for each to indicate what a role
might involys. The problem I find is that some of these roles are not
unique to cAleges of education; some sound identical to roles that Houston
has includedilor school-based teacher educators. That. school and college,
roles in teacher education overlap is not',bad. Unfortunately neither
,Houstop.nor Drummond discusses the overlap. -Common features,need
diicussion, and the differences in organization, fiscal set-up, and modus
operandi of school and college need tb be considered.

There may be need for some new structures to accommodate teacher
education in the middle ground betweenschool and college. And it may be
necessary to facilitate decision making .and other operation) matters ,where
.school and college teacher educators overlap. Dine example of a ntw
structure is the policy board that the federal teacher centers program
requires to supervise a teacher center. It will be instructive to obterve

.
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how policyftbo6ds operate, as we consider other mechanisms for the gover-
nance of school/college collaboration in teacher education. Drunimond's
concluding remarks `are upbeat.tfid-optimistic. I can agree with most,of the
reasons for his looking at opportunity rather than problems, except for his
statement that "for the first -time collegesf- education have the time and
resources to try to improve professiohal-practite." Teacher education is
undersupported; it prepares teachers at or below the cost of liberal arts
training and in no way compares with engineering, pharmacy, accounting,
law, orother,Orofessions in cost per person prepared. Teacher education
needs much maresupport, not only for the cost of training in traditional
modes but also for inservite education that becomes an integral part of a
teacher's assignment.

CHAPTER III -

There has never been much legitimacy to teacher education in schools.
This chapter should help give credibility to both the necessity and
reasonableness of having school-based teacher educators.

I am not satisfied, however, with the reasons given for the emergence
of these personnel in schools. Both here and in Chapter II the first
reasons mentioned are-the more than adequate supply pf teachers, and a more
stable teaching force. What goes.unmeitioned is that most teachers have
bachelor's degrees, the push for preservice education is reduced, and

"" public and professional alike recognize that the most direct way to improve.
school programs is to have an impact on the central figure (the teacher) n
the education process.

Are roles for teacher educators really emerging? "Emerging" suggests
that teacher educator roles are growing It of developing circumstances;
that may be true to an extent, but roles have also been inflicted. It

happened when colleges moved-student teaching into schoolssand made
classroom teachers cooperating teachers. It occurred when supervisors in
science and mathematitts, and ultimately in most_other subjects, became
purveyors of new curricula in their respective areas. And it is true now

-'as curriculum directbrs and other central office personnel decree behav-
ioral objectives, criterion-referenced tests, competency-based education,
and accountability in general. 11141e is a teacher education dimension to
almost every new law Qr deand_being made--for example, special education,
multicultural education,'bilingual 'education, career education, and drug
abuse-eAbcation. Teacher centers impose let another set of new roles that
are school based. P

The definition of thghool-based teacher educator is general .in
,,Houston's chapter, and it probably needs to be;401ere are'so many versions
and so' many different circumstances. I wish he ad .written more of teacher ,

education in schools th about it--by that I mean what it-is-like altd what
school-based teacher ed ators do, rather than the models, fprmulas, align-
ments, supra systems, an so forth. The tone, therefore, iL.often admin-
istrative,4and that wi be helpful to administrohtors; but what ofpthe
reader who is looking over tHe'prospects of finding a new niche, and what
of the new teacher who. wants to know what to expect school-based teacher
educators?

1

Hohstoi0 discuSsion of the existing system of teacher education and
the influence that system has in shaping emerging roles is important. Both
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higher education and school traditions in teacher education strongly -

influence what is 'possible in school-based teacher education. Perhaps tits
is another,reason to examine the idea of emerging roles. It is -possib

that roles are not emerging rationally out of need and purpose but r...ther
are being transplanted and adapted from an existing system.'

I havetrouble understanding the second thesis of Houston's chapter;'
that school-based teacher educator roles that digress from tradition are
"more illusionary than real." First, there is no expansions of the ways in
which professional development is illusionary and traditional authority

real, and second, the distinction is probibly more real than illusionary..
That is, teacher education under the auspices of the school district_ to
assure the quality of school program (what'is labelled "traditional
authority") is a. logical and defensible...activity that teachers take part in
as employes of the school district. (Its purpose is to provide greater
assurance that public goals for education are carried out. It is real.

Professional development I's al so real. It is the teachers own
responsibility, and the purpose is the teacher's perso al-professional
development. The choice of what,, -how, where, and wan ucti inservice
edutation takes place is the teacher's.*

Inservice teacher education for school .improvement (traditional
authority) and for individual profesiional development usually can take,
place simultaneously and separately, but they are not Unrelated; The
styles of theschqol-based teacher educator in serving these two )Jurposes
of inservice education are different, as Houston points oat. WhA he does
not say is that the :same school-ba-Sed teacher educator probably cannot
serve both purplises.. The emphasis on authority, direction, and compliance
In the "traditional authority! position and the free, indepentrent, self-,
help flavor of, the "professidnal development" position polarizes the two
concepts. Illustrations of such a difference -are; easy to find; but they -

are not inevitable nor'are they necessary. The question may be where
authority is nen to rest. If the "a4thority of the situation is a majbr
motivation fOr7teachers, they may issue as diligent a rare in supporting,
inservice edudation for>echool fmprovementas any -administrator. And when
teachers are .a, are, professionals, the conventional wisdom' of the pro"fession
as an entity will influence free and independent judgment as much as,.per-

. sonal, choice will . In both positions there are-and ought to be checks and
balantes. The kind and, sty.le of -checks and balancesinot the fact, ahLthe
issue. It would be unfortunate to chapacterize school-improvement teacher
education arbitrarily as directed, controlled, authoritative, monitored,
and compliant in nature, and professfonal'Aevelopment as free, independent,
selflelected, self-directed, and internal'ized. . .

*Note: Im telephone conversatiqn, Houston took issue With this inter-
pretation4 Of' his second thesis. The description of SBT-E roles that

' depart_from traditioit) as "more illusionary than real" conveyed Houston's
belief that little fundamental change in those roles has'occurred in
institution practice despite appearances to the contrary. He added that
-Edelfelt's remarks anticipate.the discussion, it the third thesis, about
traditional authOrity and profess1ional development perceptions of SgTEs, ,,

.andithat Edelfelt seemed to.iqtrpret these as absoldtes rather than'as-
extremes of a.continuum. Houston Celt ,the combining of the two discrete
theses could lead to confusion, for the:1,eader. - .
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The actual illus ations of roles and emerging roles from several ,

school districts lends,reaiity to Houston's diseourse. . It would have been
helpful if the role illustrattons from Dallas and Kanawha County had ,':. /

indicated.line 'and. staff distJnctiont and the competencies and activities "s
that each type of role undertakes. .The problem in most school districts%is
that ultiMately all school-based teacher educktRrs are in "traditional r
authority" roles; they all report to somebodyabout how somebody else (the
teacher) is doing. Refreshing is the system that eApl oys, school-based
teacher educators who, in the professional developNent model., are available
only to. help teachers. "Ombudsman"..types meet that Aiefinition.. Teacher
.center staff members often satisfy that goal. Think of the prospects 'of
rafsing.the trust level .if Just a: few school-based teacher educators could
elimInate compliance, surveillance, control, authority, and direction from
their vocabdlary and professional lifestyle.

As Houstop moves through illustrations from Dallaw Kanawha County,
\., Urbana, Fairfax County, and Arlington, the "trailltioAai- authority/

professional development" distinction fades. , It is not easy to 'discern
which roles, activities, andl6ompetenciee describe one role, And which
describe the other. The impression I get from reading.i s almost as vague
as the one a person gets from looking in on the real .life of any one of. '

_;these school s. When is the school -based teacher' educator directing, Af

0,e' monitoring, efaluating, and when is he she :assisting,. supporting, r
facilitating? It'makes a difference, but the difference is difficult to
distinguish, e

q
.

1 .

The resource-teacher illustration (from lairfax County) ..ts .gOod ones

Q.-early the resource teacher is a supportive/person. But the 'I ed to , :

advertise "nonthreatening" suggests 'that there is enough ghat threatens to
, call attention to people and situations that &Not threaten.

Th4 inclusion of some,0 the findings from the study of school-based,
teach educators by. Houston and others helps to make my point. "Staff
deVel rs, don't develop .staff," I suspect, because they are too busy

, monitbring:or, as Hodston reports; too inundated with responsibilities that
.

keep them from teachers. ,

I liked the list of com tencies that Houston quoVed from 'Cooper et al.
I would 'have liked to have series of vignettes illustrating these coMpe-
tencies. We all need to kn how they would look On people.

. Atthe close of the chapter I was still left with a lot, of questions;

For example; if school-6ased teacher educators alM4 emerging;- then we are .

not faced with training the ,.Or are we? If we are to train them--and
s'urely we wil 1 --how should Obtenti al teacher educe tprs be sel ected? Wil 1

.there be a _precise system to select, train, and plfte' them, and will there -

be_ Ways tdmonitor practice? Or will people ein6rge into school-based;
teacher educator roles? If they emerge, will they be socialized into the
status quo?

Pne difficult, underlying question that Houston pbses for he is: Can

. . ,

the system of teachet education reform 'itself? AO- can, that happen where
we arliconsidering new kinds of persbnnel? .

.

sr.

'CHAPTER IV

The first sections of this chapter. are valuable in bringing together
some of the thoughts necessary to get at action, and the questions raised

.

4
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(except those tha are clearly rhetorical) will be. helpfu). to decision
makers as the pr lens/of ,nevi roles and 'directions.in teacher education get

,discussed.
I .feel -less canfor le about the implications that close the book.

Some ar4, clearly ans rs to the questions raised earlyttin' the chapter. How
appropriate is.thatt Some conclusions' are not concluSions. For example,,
again .begging the ques ion of whether the."profession" wants to became a
profesSio, I detect is an assumption' that the; profession is a: tangibly,
organized ehtity; that.there exists a forumirepresenting all elements of
the profession in which distiosion,of a'ny issue. can take place. There -is
no -such forum, and thus, thelisue,of .a.uprOfesstons cannot have-*en
del iberated'in it. Perhaps there ought be such a forum-. One may Ovel op
,as 'policy questions on inservice educatioh became state and national
issues. This book might recommend that such a fortrn..be, convened. But asof now, it should not be concluded that becaninga profession is more'th4
e'moot question.

The chapter also impldeLthat there should be agreement on "what kinds
t of new roles, are needed in teacher education." Seeking such agreement
seems premature., Forreasons I have already stated in reacting to previous
chapters, there are good arguments to avoid crystallizing. It also seems
ironic for the authors to discuss,."emerging roles" and then complain about
the lack Of-fundamental agreement on the new roles needed., ,

4Some of the writing'in the section:on implications goes beyond what tile
work connotes, to become hortatory--for example: "It is also clear that
if, indeed, we do want to'becane a profession;_then we should begin
behaving like oneOn a consistent bash."

Implications seen at times to be stated as collusions, and some of the
conclusions seem not to be based on earlier discussion. For example, the
implibation that staff development for hoth school and higher education
personnel 'is often required to /carry out new'programswmandated by federallegislation quickly 'becomes a 1-ecommendation: .",Each new federal. program,
should include substantial support for staff.development of school and
higher education personnel to ensure successful implententation of the new.
program." TO' go this far-preenipts the kinds of decisions the reader wightto be making. It precludes discussion of the book's Content. It 'provides
closure on a topic that has only begun to be open for discUssiOn.

There is also confusion along the way in the recomjnendations 'regarding,-
colleges of education. Colleges of education are higher education and do
not include schpol-based*teacher educators or other K-12 tievsonnel.. If the
implication is that -theie should be staff development for college-based
teacher educators, there 'shoul d also 'be staff deOel opment for school-based
teacher edugtors. Mention of the unpublished criteria developed by the
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) and'the
Association of Collegestard,,Schools of Education in State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges (VULGC) is inappropriate because they do not .include public school sonnel .

When the authors mention teacher' centers, they question hat kinds of
personnel are needed, what preparation the peesonnel need, and who will
provide - t. ,Teacher centers already have emerged irthe United States; 'so
have the staffs that operate them.46 Rather than 'directly question what
preparation personnel need to operate teacher centers and who will provide
it, the authors might more appropriately investiOite how teacher centers
have emerged and-how they have evolved, and what teacher center staffs'arelike:
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Again, in the implications for, state. governments and departments of .
education, the language strong and recommending rather than suggestive.
"Shoul du is too heavy for. an :impl on--"Any canprehensive state pl an
should . . . '," "attention should be, given to kind of professionals . .
ii-dFzi," and "staff devel,oprnent should pe an integral part."

As the di scusiion. moves to implications for the schools and for col-
leges and universities,&the tone of the Writing is much more that of im-
plications. 'Readers will probably respond better to 'this 1 ighter touch;
they will not feel thit'le situation has been preempted. Drawing impli-,
cations is like setting a agenda, wlyich mostof this 'book -Making
conclusions on this subject at least cane later and should probably
beVdone at schools' and collegei -where the action IS.

IN CONCLUSION r.
phis book opens a topic of vital concern to the entire educatt6n.can-

munity. It begins to bring together, the separate efforts. of, sch,00ls and
col leges1 ,

`School-based t cher educatio and o lege-based teacher_education are
not separable. Cons '<tering to r: e cation roles niajgks t necessary for
school and college people to g ther on a topictiklit neither can deal
with ,al one. It is not only roles teacher educatitn.but als.o. respective, ,

roles in the education profession hat must get into lois discussion., The
impl ications of such a discussion for, the. future OrOfeSsional ization of
teaching are impOrtant Rio all pro nals. There is even a possitiffity
.that the-question of canpetbnee will be revisited, hot packaged as ne tly
as in.performance-based teacher education, but as a renewed effort to x-
amine competence in contests. The emphasis on,cdinpetence for teacher
educators will also prove valuable psychologically; a group that looks

" first at its own competence, then at,the competence of others, has more
credibili ty.

,

ce volume also makes a cont ution by beginning the examination .of
roles in teacher education with a consideration of social-circumstances.
Refl ecting _on 'problems -tpe larger world and viewing eduCation and
teacher educ.atipn in that-Oroader context are first steps to staying on
target and keeping instouch with the mod(' Of the- Mimes. Both are important:
if relevant educoation and appropriate timing are to be assured. ,

, The political realities of decision Making in education begin to came
through in this'Volume: "There may be more exhorting than is necessary. I
hqpe-,there is enough per'Suasfon to attract political support for some or
the ideas.

The changi ng world 'of the school"stil 1 needs more exami nation bylteach-
. er educators. There.still is too little attention ta the school as

social system. Like ptheri tri-American life, teacher- educators tend to...
focus' on theindiv,les

in. teacher education the°
idual and ignore the group and

and/oh system
d the, system. 'As, work

proceeds on new roles
of schools, -its forms and charsacteriatics must ¢e examined,-to distinguish'
between when the systein and when .the, need attention, and to
note:that,Often, they need consicierationtsimultaneously..

I mentioned earlier the s'urvival instincts that have be.caneei,ident in.
many , col l egesv of education. 'Without, reducing thelmot.iv4i.on to. change ,that
the threat of survival ian 1,, want'to suggest that examining and .

,
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olveloping roles in teacher education may be one route to reducing the di.-
lemma of many college-based teacher educators. If colleges 'of education
.learn to function ,in ways that' serve schools and other institutions oT edu--
c tion, there will 'be work for all. There really need not be a contest for
c ients. There is more'work to be done in pre- and inservice education
th n all college- and school-based teacher educators an handle. The prob-
lem is developing program and approaches that satisfy practitioner needs.
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